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As high school students we dream about the future, but as 
Whittier College students we begin our future now. Questions 
arise throughout every student's head, trying to figure out 
who they are and what they want to do with their life. 
Often times, people get scared and nervous 
of the endless possibilities of answers. 
Whittier College is an intimate liberal arts 
college that empowers students to explore 
endless fields of study. As poets, we are 
encouraged to explore multiple career paths 
through our core "C" values of community, 
communication, cultural perspectives, and 
connections. There is no time like the present to 
make a difference in the world, and the well rounded 
education we receive allows every individual poet to 
broaden their horizons and make a larger contribution 
to the society on both a local and global level. 
Whether studying to be future environmentalists, 
doctors, politicians, professors and much more, 
Whittier gives us the freedom and opportunity to 
learn inside and outside of the classroom. Our first-
rate professors offer exciting twists on traditional 
education by allowing students to translate their 
newly acquired classroom knowledge to real 
life situations through projects, field trips and 
alternative methods. Whittier's diversity allows 
students to develop holistically is by allowing them 
to design their own majors through the Whittier 
Scholars Program and create new clubs on campus 
to fulfill their interests. The future starts now. 
This year a new recycling program along with 
other awareness groups on campus generated the 
movement to "go green". Now is the time to make 
a difference. Now is the time to speak up. Now is 
the time to choose our life paths. We have grown 
into young adults with the help of our parents, 
and now is the time for us to make our own 
decisions. Here at Whittier College is where it all 
begins. This is our time, now! 
Joseph Marna, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph by Joseph Aldama 
September 9th 
First day of Fall semester. 
October 8th 
Hertz Company teams up with Whittier 
College to provide a "Rent-A-Car" 
system with the student body. 
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October 1 0th 
The Housekeepers continued to show 
their unhappiness with their employer, 
Sodexo, through at 24 hour strike. 
)ber 1 2th 
r 69 days of being underground, 
,y-three Chilean miners were 
ight up one at a time through a 
capsule through a 622 meters 
rescue shaft. 
October 28th 
A Transfer Admission Agreement (TAG) 
with Pasadena City College (PCC) is 
signed by Whittier College. PCC students 
will receive automatic admission with a 
minimum 3.0 GPA. 
November 1 6th 
rince William announces his 
ngagement to long time 
girlfriend, Kate Middleton. 
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LL POLITICAL 
PRISONERS 
IN BURMA 
Pfft c 1 rovcJcci 
November 1 3th 
Burmese opposition 
politician, Aung San Suu 
Kyi, is released from house 
arrest after 15 years. 
November 5th 
Environmentalist and 
author, Bill McKibben, 
was this year's Freshmen 
Orientation guest speaker. 
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\lovember 28th 
Lhe European Union agreed to a 
1 1 5 billion bailout package for 
reland. 
thot gr h rovided by Google Images I of  0  Wok 
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COP16 
CMP6 Me'xicc. 
United Nations Climate Chan.e Conference 
December 1 3th 
A Virginia Federal Court 
rules sections of Obama's 
health-care reforms as 
unconstitutional. 
Photograph Provided by New York Times 
November 29th 
Marks the first day of the 
2010 United Nations Climate 
Change Conference in Cancun, 
Mexico. 
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January 25 
Thousands of people flooded 
the streets of Egypt to 
express their civil unrest and 
eagerness to end the 30 year 
rules of Hosni Mubarak. 
January 13 
Controversy breaks out when 
the Minnesota Planetarium 
introduced a new Zodaic sign, 
Ophiuchus. 
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bruary 7th 
e debate whether or not 
drill in the Whittier Hills 
ntinues. 
DON'T DRILL 
Photograph Provided by Boston.c 
February 1 9th 
Daniel C. lKutzer, the former 
ambassador of Egypt and Israel gave 
a lecture on the Middle East politics 
and negotiations at this year's annual 
Feinberg Lecture. 
F 
Photograph Provided by New York Times 
WhittierHillsOilWatch.org ; 
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A college experience is one that is unmatchable by anything else. It is one of a kind 
and can never be repeated. Whittier College realizes this and offers a multitude of activities, 
both academic related and for just pure enjoyment. Since Whittier stresses community 
involvement, there are many activities for students to get to know each other. Every year, more 
improvements are made to help keep commuters involved in on campus events. 
Right from start, students are welcomed with fun activities to break the ice and meet 
their new classmates. Returning students arrived a week early to plan and prepare for the 
arrival of our new poets. Not too long after school starts comes homecoming week. During this 
time, every day has its own activity in store 
I students. Poets play games and have fun 
outside of the classroom in order to meet new 
people and explore their surroundings. Many 
other events occur throughout the year such as 
Sports Fest and Luminarias, the college's annual 
formal dance. 
As part of Whittier College's attempt to 
make a difference, many of the students have 
become educated about the environment and the 
"going green" movement. We all know that now is 
the time to make a difference and Whittier made 
sure its students have the chance to make a choice. 
Speakers came out to the college where students 
had the opportunity to meet and greet with. Poets 
also were able to go on a trip to Heal the Bay, where 
they cleaned up a local park and riverbed. The 
college's newly adopted green program has been 
helpful for not only the awareness of students to 
the environment prompting campus wide recycling 
and a "green" dorm, but for the community too. 
Whittier is a small liberal arts college which makes 
it easy for students to feel like they are at home 
with one big family. Whether attending an event 
for educational purposes, or attending a "Feel 
If 	 '1 	 I  Good" Friday afternoon event, there is always 
something for students to do and get involved in. 
' 	 All these activities help students to realize that we 
I 	 work hard through our college career and it only 
happens once, so we need to stop and take the 
time to enjoy everything the school has to offer. 
Now is the time to build lasting memories to top 
1' 
	
off the college experience. 
Story by Joseph Aldarna 
Photograph by Austin Hunter 
- 
43 It's time work. College doesn't pay for itself and neither does going out in the weekends. During orientation week a Work Study fair was 
There are various jobs on campus that students can get so they can either pay off their tuition, books or simply have some extra cash to go 
on the weekends. There's a job for everyone on campus to their interests. 
012 Freshmen Welcome 
During Freshmen Orientation, to break the ice, the class of 
2014 played random activities to network with their fellow 
classmates. 
College life, it has been on the minds of all freshmen durii 
summer. The idea of becoming independent and living on campus 
no parents is appealing. Here at Whittier College, we have students 
have come from all over the country and some from different parts 
the world all to learn and grow as an individual. For the past 18 ye 
the majority of you have been under your parent's wing and have h 
everything handed to you. You have been told what to do and how 1 
do it, whether it was by your parents or teachers. Now it is up to yo 
to make your own decisions. You are the here now to grow, becomc 
an individual and show your parents that you are now the adult you 
claimed to be before arriving here. 
Now that college has started, it is time to spend late nights 
studying for midterms and finals, make your own cash and make yc 
own choices. It is time to start thinking of your future; try out some 
random courses and see if you can find what your true passions are 
life. The next four years here, you are going to find who you really 
and grow a whole different perspective on life. Late nights, headaci 
having fun and discovering were part of the many elements that ma 
up the first year of college. Get prepare of the next three years of to: 
and excitement, you are now a college student. 
ii first arrived at Whit - 
'as a bit nervous because I 
now too much about it. I 
nning on attending another 
but instead I decided to go 
ttier. I wasn't sure what to 
but in the end I'm 
hise Whittier. I'm 
iere, I've met a 
reat people:' 
lackie Rodriguez, '14 
"When I got out of 
the car, I immediately 
wondered where the 
theater was. Once I saw it 
I thought to myself, this 
is great, this is my 
new school for 
the next four 
years:' 
-Christian Mohn, '14 
"'The campus was great, 
the people were cool 
and I know Jam going to 
enjoy it here:' 
-Tyler Kang, '14 
All new students line up 
to prepare to enter the 
Amphitheater for their 
convocation. It's tradition 
here at Whittier College for 
new students to have a special 
ceremony with a speech from 
President Herzberger, singing 
the Whittier song and passing 
the light of learning. As night 
falls, it is a perfect time for 
the convocation to begin. 
The night is lit by the many 
candles each student has. The 
passing the light of learning 
signifies students continuing 
their education and not 
stopping after graduation but 
of continuing on out in the real 
world. 
p '.  1,y mbLrOro/co 
cation is something that is unique about 
er College. First year students meet up 
mphitheater and the professors of the 
pass on the 'Light of Learning' through 
ony with candles. The President of the 
gives a welcome speech to the students 
eir families. 
Students have to get to know the area of their 
new home so as a challenge the new Whittier 
College students compete in a scavenger hunt in 
Uptown Whittier. Searching for random items 
like a post card, a bead, and some freshly grown 
vegetables. The winners of he hunt received a 
pizza party. 
Every year the new students of Whittier Col-
lege attend a Ice Cream Social at the President 
Sharon Herzberger's, house. During this social, 
students enjoy their dessert and get a tour of the 
house the President of Whittier College lives in. 
The only other time students are invited is their 
senior year. 
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hat was your first thought when you arrived? CA  
CD 
When I first got to Whittier 
everyone was welcoming. And 
when I somehow got lost here 
on this super small campus, 
students that I had never meet 
before helped me out and 
herded me in the right direction 
like the lost sheep 
that I was. Although 
Orientation was a 
little slow, it was really 
helpful. 
-Patrick Norton, '14 
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Heal the 
By: Amber Orozco 
	 Ba 
Usually, a quiet, deserted campus on weekend 
ornings, Whittier College was a sight to be seen 
n Saturday, September 25, as students traveled 
from their dorms and cars to the campus courtyard 
to fill their stomachs with bagels, fruit, and energy 
bars as they prepared to participate in the 2010 
Heal the Bay Costa Clean-Up event at the Los 
Coyote Riverbed in Cerritos. As part of the "Poets 
Go Green" freshmen orientation theme, more than 
400 Poets woke up a few extra hours early to join 
more than 14,000 people from all over Los Angeles 
County, who volunteered to spend their afternoon 
cleaning up at various locations that would make a 
difference on the amount of pollution that entered 
the waters of Southern California. 
After students grabbed a bite to eat, they 
made their way to the Science building parking 
lot as they were given supplies per group which 
included a trash bag, gloves, a grip extender, and a 
pair of boots for those who decided to venture into 
the riverbed itself. Mentor groups were assigned 
different buses, due to their required clean location 
within the Los Coyote Riverbed. 
Upon arriving in Cerritos, students worked 
their way from their designated area over the course 
of two hours to the center and main meeting place 
for Whittier College participants. Throughout the 
clean-up, thousands of pieces of trash were picked, 
including over 1,000 bags, which seemed to be the 
major piece of trash found by students. Among the 
oddest findings, include three half bowling bowls and 
a television set. 
Despite the scorching heat and early hours, 
Heal the Bay was a rewarding experience for all 
those who understood the true purpose of their 
given time which was to pick up trash that, without 
their help, would have made into the our oceans. 
That day saved the lives of many marine animals and 
was Whittier's first effort towards the fight against 
global warming. 
Photographed By: Thomas Elliott 
Photographed By: Thomas Elliott 
Cleaning of a riverbed can be disgusting, but it's worth it in 
the end knowing it's cleaner. 
Random things can be found in the infested water like 
plastic bottles and some even found some clothes. 
By the end the day, The newly named Poets made their first 
difference at Whittier. 
014 Heal The Bay 
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phed By: Amber Orozco 
man, Patrick Norton was one of the few students who actually found trash in 
ark that was stationed to be cleaned. The type of park students had in mind was 
what of a park that was a disaster, but it turned out to be the total opposite. Even 
h there wasn't much trash to be collected, the trash found still made a difference 
r planet. It doesn't matter how small the difference is, a different is a difference. By 
; going green we are making a difference in our own way. 
onder how much random stuff you will find lying around in parks and how 
there brings curiosity to all. Sometimes the wind blows over some papers 
7 do pieces of television sets wind up at park? 
I. 8 AM on a Saturday morning was meet-up 
time to help make a difference for Heal the Bay. 
Early morning to make a difference. 
. Different peer groups went on different times 
to clean up the their stations. We all had the 
same amount of time to clean-up. 
3. One of the stations for Heal the Bay was a 
riverbed in Corritos and the other was Cerritos 
park. 
f. It was very unsanitary to touch the riverbed 
so equipment was used to clean the planet and 
keep ourselves clean and while doing it. 
1. During the summer, the incoming 
freshmen read various articles that Bill 
McKibben wrote. During Orientation the 
freshmen had discussions on the articles. 
2. Bill McKibben came to speak not only to 
the public but to the freshmen on campus who 
had any questions about the readings they did. 
I'hotora )h B Anianda Phd )s 
"I use the take-out tray 
in the CI and I walk 
everywhere!" 
-Ryan Inouye, '13 
Bill McKibben is a very busy man with his research and his conferences. He took the time out of his chaotic schedule to come to Whittier 
College to talk to the community about his work and his book. 
What do you 
do to reduce 
your carbon 
footprint? 
"I do not have acar so I 
use my feet and legs to 
get me places. I live in 
'Greenberg' and I do not 
use plastic water bottles. 
I also recycle paper and 
everything I can. Oh, 
and I do not use plastic 
bags I use reusable 
ones." 
-Ginger Maneske, '13 
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016 Bill McKibben 
r Swift enjoyed EARTH 
that she picked up 
copies for her collection. 
Kibben has written 
books. 
Many students waited to get the 
author, Bill McKibben's autograph 
on his book. Amber Orozco who is 
inspired by him was ecstatic when 
she met him. 
Student Life 017 
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:hange Starts Here, 
Bill  M 
[his idea is to remind people one of the most important things 
asyto forget, which is we live on a planet. We're used to thinking 
is or Mars as a planet and this just feels like home. But in just 
ne way ..you need to think about what Venus' atmosphere is 
f, which tells you what can happen down there on the surface. 
at's one of the most important things we can 
now about our planet too." A heartfelt thought was one of 
riade by convocation speaker and the recipient of an honorary 
of a doctorate of humane letters from Whither College, Bill 
ben, during his visit to Whittier on November 5th. 
efore the actual convocation ceremony, McKibben spoke to 
freshmen classes about writing and their assigned summer 
s from the "Bill McKibben Reader", a collection of 44 essays 
ous topics including activism and climate change. Later in the 
young inspiring Poet activists also were able to have lunch 
IcKibben, one of the nation's leading environmentalists, to 
the basics of grassroots organization. Within that extended 
)eriod, he shared priceless knowledge that came from over 20 
f experience and the start of his non-profit organization, 350. 
IcKibben especially addressed and stressed the importance 
.g involved in the local community and being global aware of 
sues. Change starts here, at Whittier. 
£ter the talk, Poets were given the chance to personally meet 
one of the nation's leading environmentalists, McKibben, hosted 
in front of the bookstore where he signed copies of his new book, 
"Eaarth". A few hours later, the convocation ceremony commenced 
with the introduction given by Faculty Headmaster Professor of 
French, Andy Wallis and President Herzberger, followed by the 
presentation of Bill McKibben by James Irvine Professor of Biology 
Cheryl Swift. While McKibben took the podium, he once again 
explained the issue of climate change and the overall seriousness of it 
as well as current global activism. He presented a slideshow of one of 
his campaigns made through 350.org, where groups from all over the 
world including the poorest of nations sent in photos of their most 
creative ways of displaying the number "350". It was truly amazing 
to see both the power of the internet and the passion of a group of 
people. The ceremony ended with Professor Swift officially present 
McKibben with an honorary doctorate and the speeches given by 
two students, Devika Ghai'l 1 and Amber Orozco'13. 
The visit from McKibben left the newly established 
environmentally club on campus, R.A.E. (Raising Awareness for 
the Environment), enthusiastic about their upcoming Anti-Plastic 
campaign and left many others inspired with the hope of change with 
their action and involvement. With McKibben officially a part of the 
Poet family, change is now in the air at Whittier. 
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The cast of Dear Harvey leaves the audience with a great ending as they send them off on a new perspective and knowledge on Harvey Milk's life. 
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Acting Taken To A 
New Level 
Photograph By Julie Henderson 
These signs represent different people who have died because of 
their sexual orientation. 
Dear HarveyBy: Ginger M 
 
Harvey Milk is probably not a familiar name to most students and is 
widely publicized in schools. He was a politician, human rights and gay activi 
n San Francisco, and became an elected official on the San Francisco Board c 
Supervisors. He was murdered by Dan White, his competitor in the election b 
of his sexual orientation. Community members believed that Mr. White did nc 
receive proper punishment from the court for the crime. 
Senior Patricia Laughrey put together this play as it was shown at the 
Theatre of the Shannon Center in November. It was a written and directed pla 
received many positive reviews from the students and other attendees. The ph 
based off of reading letters that spoke of Harvey Milk during his life and pout: 
period. It was an emotional, dramatic, and moving experience that drove ever 
actors to tears in some instances. 
Some of the letters used were hate mail against Milk, positive letters 
Milk's actions in the campaign, and others were simple letters that explained Ii 
and what he was like to others who worked with him. The actors went all out 
performance, throwing fits as they read the letters, yelling, crying, and laughin 
After the final Saturday night performance, there was a candle-light v 
march at the Amphitheatre in honor of Harvey Milk. There were 30 people wh 
attended, consisting of members of TOB GLAD and all of the cast. Seniors, El 
Sharp and Patricia Laughrey, talked about the influences that led them to doinl 
play and afterwards, there was a moment of silence for Milk. They then open( 
the floor to everyone who was there and allowed them to speak their mind abo 
issue of Harvey Milk and about discrimination and hate against the gay comm 
including the many suicides of bullied gay people. 
All the ticket donations, which were pay-that-you-will tickets, went s 
to PFLAG (Parents, Families, and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) and Whittier 
College's TOB GLAD (Transgender-Other Identified-Bisexual-Gay-Lesbian Al 
Diversity). 
"Harvey Milk was not a gay activist or a human rights activist. He w 
love activist," said Patricia Laughrey. 
raph By: Tyler Butler 
Photograph By: Tyler Buti 
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Much Ado out Nothing 
By: Ginger Maneske 
11 
 otograph By-.Tyler Bulter 
Much Ado About Nothing is a play 
written by Shakespeare, and the Whittier College 
theater department definitely brought the school 
a show that was well worth seeing. It is a comedy 
that made many Poets laugh. It is about love and 
marriage, but many of the jokes are about betrayal, 
which gives more meaning to this comedy. Most 
of the female actors in this play have characters 
of men, since most of the characters are male 
initially, giving the female actors more to work 
from and they can express themselves in a whole 
new light. It also changes society's expectations of 
the male form. 
Some of the characters stories are funny, 
such as Don John, who finds life to have no 
meaning whatsoever and tries to bring everyone 
else down to his level. 
1. Steven and his date enjoy the night, under the 
tent of course, dancing in the streets of Beverly 
Hills. 
2. We Run L.A. was the theme of Lumies 2011. 
Students were able to strut across a billboard to 
take pictures while walking into the venue. 
Photograph By:AshIicg 
Photograph By: Ash hegh Begay Photograph By: Ashlierh 
holograph r3y: Ash4  Iiei Bcay 
Many students have not been to Beverly Hills; the ones who haven't been When walking to the dance floor students where able to 'window s 
in Beverly Hills can now say they've set foot in the infamous street of 
	 at all the different designer outlets. 
Rodeo Dr. 
What was 
the best part 
of Lumies? 
4 "The Venue was the best part of Lumies." -David Weed, '11 "Dancing in Beverl Hills was the best . -Crystah La 
Photograph By: Joseph Alciama 	 Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
020 Luminarias 
By: Amanda Phelps 
ograph By: Joseph Aldama 	 Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
	 Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
"How everyone 
dressed up!" 
-Hattie Koip, '14 
"The music, the food 
and the vibe!!" 
-Corinne Cleveland, '13 
"I like the loacation 
and I'm glad it didn't 
rain." 
-Roy Poblete, '12 
Student Life 021 
tudents went semi-formal 
ance and others got really 
:ir outfits and matched their 
After a long week of studying and 
learning students deserved a night 
of fun out in Beverly Hills. For 
many it was their first time there. 
As cheesy as it may sound, but 
Cyndi Lauper was right. Girls just 
want to have fun. They just want to 
let loose and dance the night away. 
Some students go with friends 
and others go with their signifi-
cant other to a special night of the 
school year, Lumies. 
The annual Luminaries or "Lumies" as it is affectionately 
ailed by students was held on February 26 on Via Rodeo 
)rive in Beverly Hills. The theme this year was "We Run L.A." 
he dance was hosted by Program Board and attended by 
25+ people. There was plenty of dancing and conversations 
with friends. Program Board closed down the plaza where 
(ersace and Tiffany's are located beginning on the corner of 
odeo Drive and Dayton Way. Dinner was served and dessert  
followed. Students came by car, bus and even Limousines. 
students arrived there was the opportunity to take picture 
Although it was quite chilly there students danced the nigh 
away, and when the night came to a close everyone 
attendance was given a shapane glass with "Luminaries 201 
We Run L.A." inscribed on the glass. Students described tb 
event as absolutely amazing. 
PhOtograph By: Ashigh Bega 
Sports Fes 
By: Kayla Leventis 
The annual Whittier College Sports Fest is one that 
students always get rallied about, and this year was 
no different. Despite the weather putting a damper on 
many of the activities, students still showed up to play 
hard. It is the largest intramural event Whittier College 
has to offer and this three day event is one the students 
never miss to show their support and to be competitive. 
This is a big competition between all the grades, the 
freshman trying to prove themselves and the seniors 
winning their authority. Due to the weather some of the 
events were changed from the typical games to indoor 
games but the change did not the competitive edge of 
the students, still getting into the games and having 
fun. The opening and closing ceremonies are always a 
favorite of the students, finding out who won and re-
ceiving prizes. The annual Sports Fest is always shown 
to be full of excitement. 
The winners of this years Sports Fest, Darkside, gladly 
except their trophy bearing their smiles. 
Py 
Breeann, 113 enjoys playing poker 
with her friends while she is all 
laughs. 
Darkside shows off their dance 
moves during opening ceremonies. 
_J 
'0 
= 
This poet shows off his dance moves at the opening cer-
emonies of the sports fest weekend. 
022 Sports Fest 
graph By: Ashleigh 
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rph .y: Kayla Leventis 
Photograph By: Ashleigh Begay 
members of Whac have fun hiding while playing laser tag. 
Whac, the purple 
team, with in-
tense faces, get 
ready to play a 
dangerous game 
of "Steal the 
Bacon." 
1. Strong to the finish these two hash it out, 
to win the bacon, to get their Sports Fest 
team points. 
2. Andrew is excited that he won his very 
own Elmo Snuggie. 
3. Playing stong these two teams play a 
friendly game of fooseball. 
4. Some members of Whac are all smiles 
showing support for their team. 
Phd 	 ogrph By: Joseph Aj1 
1. After long hours of practice, the dance team 
showed off their skills during the halftime of 
the football game. 
2. President Herzberger greets to alumni 
during the halftime of the football game. 
Homecoming is a great way for alumni to see 
how much change and how much is still the 
same here at Whittier. otogripli' By: Joseph Aldama 
This year's Miss and Mr. Whittier are Essence Scott and DJ Covarrubias. As the winners were being announced our King was one of the last to 
because of his dedication to soccer. The crowning occurred the same time DJ was on his way back to campus. 
In your 
opinion, 
what was the 
best part of 
Homecoming? 
024 Homecoming Week 
"My favorite part was 
seeing alumni that don't 
usually visit. It was 
great walking around 
and catching up and 
enjoying the atmosphere 
of Poet pride at the 
football game. It was 
awesome because the 
alumni got to see me 
play rugby. 
-Nicole Romo, 
Class of 2012 
"I enjoyed watchin 
Essence win and I 
thought it was very 
seeing the alumni a' 
game and how muc 
they love Whittier." 
-Keimi Lew, 
Class of 2014 
"My favorite part 
was the karaoke 
night where there 
was a huge crowd of 
students who came 
down to the late night 
BBQ and watched the 
homecoming nominees 
making fools of 
"Being in a society we 
have a homecoming 
brunch with our 
alumnae, so that 
always fun. Overall 
I like dressing up 
and socializing at the 
kfflPGratiam, 
Class of 2011 
Class of 2012 
The party at the 
Radission because you 
get to see your old 
friends and the alumni 
at the dance having a 
Wast
IVILonica Salazar, 
Class of 2012 
the Homecoming Carnival, 
wrestling was quit a popular 
y. Students got to put on a 
suit and wrestle each other in 
latable ring. 
Our fierce Johnny Poet is what 
makes the crowed off their seats. 
No matter if our team is winning or 
losing our mascot is always to get 
the crowd starting a riot. 
Jordan Robledo, '14, competed 
during Homecoming week to 
named the Freshmen Price. One 
of the activities was playing 
Rockband in the courtyard of the 
campus center. 
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Rockband was set up in theCD 
campus center so anyone who 
wanted to play can compete with 
each other, while listening to the 
games music. 
Homecom in By: Mauricio Escobar 
Karaoke and Rockband is nothing really out of the ordinary, but when 
rn and tiara is thrown in, it's a whole different story. Homecoming, 
[ly, is known to welcome back alumni at the game. The football game 
half of this big event. Rallies and the events, that the competing 
lates participate in, lead up to one of the highly anticipated games of 
son. This year, Whittier College played against Chapman University. 
coming is more than just the game and who wins the crown; it's about 
iool spirit you have as a Poet. Whether you're a senior, a transfer, a 
uter or a freshman, school spirit is shown throughout the campus 
with free poet pit shirts that were handled out or by simply rooting for our 
football team. 
Enthusiasm fills Whittier's campus throughout the week and 
suspense is felt all week long until Mr. and Ms. Whittier is crowned during 
the half-time of the game. After the long week of events filled with laughter 
and many memorable moments Mr. and Ms. Whittier were announced. 
This year, Mr. Whittier was DJ Covarrubias and Ms. Whittier was Essence 
Scott. After the game ended, preparation was in the works for the end of 
Homecoming week, the dance. 
Photograph By: Gina Dipierro Phototaph From: Raquel Damti 
Raquel Damti and Tor Anderson dress 	 Sharon Maldonado and Christina 
up for Halloween to have an extremely 	 Martinez in their dorm gett ready to attend 
exciting night. 	 Blackout. 
Cn 
026 Dorms 
The College Life 
fl PULL THE PLUG 
ON COAL 
By: Kayla Leventis 
. 6, otoora h 
Roxy Smith and Shaina Denny have a spa day after a 
week long of studying for classes. 
The transition into dorm life for incoming freshman can be a 
scary thought for these new students. Having to live with one o 
more new people can be a bit overwhelming. Thankfully, here a 
Whittier College, the stress is often relieved when the students 
brought closer in their small class and in the many dorm activiti 
the resident advisors put on. Whether you are a freshman or an 
upperclassman, many enjoy living in the dorms here at Whittier 
Among them is Ball, Campbell, Harris, Johnson, Stauffer, Turn 
Wardman, and Wanberg halls. Dorm life is a great way to get m 
from the college experience and way for students to get that tasi 
freedom and build life long friendships, and also to get closer v 
your fellow classmates. Although it is important when living in 
residence halls to have fun, it is also important to make time for 
school work, and sometimes these excited students forget that. 
By: Austin Hunter 
Center pieces for the event varied to 
capture the themes of the films. 
Photograph By: Austin Huii-  
nts set up for the Whittier College These students were all smiles after 
of their film they worked on 	 having a great time at Campus Movie 
g the past week. 	 Fest. 
Campus Center Inn proved to be the perfect spot to hold the fun and entertaining Campus 	 Student Life 027 
vie Fest. 
 
Photograph By: Austin H1IntcL. 
 
CMF By: Mauricio Escobar 
ued by the movies, students gather, watch, and 
ss about the things they saw. 
One of the many great reasons about college is that you're 
encouraged to be as creative as possible in order to develop. 
Campus Movie Fest allows students to be as creative as possible 
in order to complete short projects. The challenge of CMF is to 
think creatively, write a script, film and edit a five-minute video in 
a week. Long hours of editing take place, not because they have 
to but because they want to. Being apart of something is great in 
college because you're doing something you love and here many 
students who worked on CMF have said it has created a memory 
that will last forever. Not only is Campus Movie Fest about making 
memoirs and being apart of something while away from home, but 
it is a platform for students to take a shot at the film industry, as 
stated by Junior Kevin Sun. 
This year a problem was reported: many films weren't 
edited properly by the time of the movie fest night. Even though 
there were problems it was still a great experience to have done. 
Many participants, like Erik Escobar, were in more than a couple 
films. A few awards were giving out that night of Campus Movie 
Fest, like Best Picture was awarded to senior Cassie Duray Bito. 
Ph7tograph By 	 tinier 
Work 
Study 
By: Amber Orozco 
Work, everyone has to during college 
one way or another. Some jobs are dull and 
painfully dreadful, while at others, Whittier 
students have the option for working for 
various on-campus organizations, that are 
more than ordinary. There are countless 
job positions in various departments. You 
can be a music director for Kpoet Radio. 
A photographer for the Quaker campus. 
An academic coach at CAAS. A research 
assistant for a professor. A recycler 
for Poets Recycle. Students have the 
opportunity to work that help them pay for 
tuition but also gain valuable experience 
that has both personal and resume 
benefits. Seven students from different 
backgrounds, working in different fields 
have offered to share their experiences 
while working at Whittier. 
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028 Work Study 
Name: Neslie Tumlac 
Class: 2011 
Major: Urban ecology (WSP) 
Job Titles: Staff writer (Spring 2011 ), Edit 
in-chief (Fall 2010), News editor (2009-201 
Sports editor (2008-2009), Assistant spc 
editor (spring 2008), Photographer (Fall 200 
What was your first assignment? 
"My first assignment at the Quaker Campus v 
as a photographer in 2007. I woke up early 
travel to Claremont with the men's water p 
team where they competed in a tournament. 
How has working for Quaker campus prepai 
you for life after graduation? 
"I initially came to the QC because I wani 
to take photos. I didn't have much newspa 
experience to begin with but in a few week 
was writing stories, getting more involved 
learning more from editors I worked with. 
terms of a work-study job, I definitely got m 
out of the experience than I thought I wot. 
The skills I acquired at the QC in news writi 
page design and management are definit 
useful as I look for post-graduate opportuniti 
It's comforting to know that besides a coll€ 
degree, I can also offer prospective employ 
four years of newspaper experience." 
Name: Peaches Ulrich 
Year: 2012 
Major: Biology 
Mnor: Kinesiology 
Job Title: Job Title: Music Director! 
Volunteer DJ 
What kind of music do you play? 
"I love to play a variety of music from old 
school Rock and Roll like Guns and Roses 
to Country and everything in between. I 
usually pick a different genre to play every 
week so I can capture a wider audience. 
Very seldom do you run into people that 
enjoy only one type of music so it's better 
to mix it up." 
Do you see yourself working in the music 
industry after your years here at Whittier? 
"After Whittier I would really like to focus 
on Medical school but music is such a big 
part of my life that I know I'll end up being in 
the industry one way or another. Whether 
it is DJ'ing or promoting I'll be somewhere 
out there. 
Student Life029 
ame: Jonathan Tupanjanin 
ar: 2014 
ajor: Theatre, Business Administration 
)b Title: Theatre Production Asstistant 
'hat are you responsibilities? 
%s [the] assistant, I am responsible for 
sing able to do all the jobs in the theatre 
id give a hand where ever is needed 
myother time [helping] my boss Brian)." 
that are the best aspects about working 
)r the Theater Department? 
love being apart of the Theater 
apartment because whether or not I am 
nstage acting or sitting in the audience 
atching, I can say i was apart of the 
hazing productions." 
o you see yourself pursuing a career in 
is field after graduation? 
hope so. I'll just have to how the cookie 
umbles." 
Name: Juan Aguilar 
Class: 2012 
Major: Biology 
Job Titles: Student Athletic Trainer 
What does your job entail? 
"Some of my duties are sitting in on 
practices to attend injuries that occur, 
making sure there is water to keep the 
athletes hydrated, taping people before 
practices and games to avoid injury, 
giving massages, stretching people out, 
and applying ultra sound or STIM if people 
need it." 
What are the best aspects of your job? 
"I think the best aspects of my job are 
being able to watch any game from 
court side seats and getting lots of 
experience when dealing with injuries and 
treatments." 
Name: Sylvia Burns 
Class: 2012 
Major: English (Creative Writing) 
Job Titles: Student Athletic Trainer 
What are some of your responsibilities? 
"Proposing, planning, and hosting even 
for Poet Entertainment, i.e. dances, mov 
screenings, live music shows, etc. I decid€ 
to work for Poet Entertainment becausE 
love people and really enjoy social event 
Also, music is incredibly important to rr 
and I want to see what it's like to woi 
with some bands. I wanted to get moi 
involved with school, too." 
What was your favorite event that yc 
worked on? 
"My favorite event so far has definite 
been my event, the Singles or Sweetheari 
dance. It was small, and corny, and preti 
silly, but it felt really good to plan and pt. 
off something (relatively) successfully." 
030 VVUI$ OLUUY 
ame: Amanda Edwards 
lass: 2013 
ajor: Environmental Studies 
b Titles: Southeastern Kenya Dung Beetle 
esearch assistant 
ow did you end up with this job? 
interviewed for the work-study spot 
fter David's talk on dung beetles in ENVS 
00 over a year ago now and he has kept 
ie on the team since! My trip to assist 
i the field in Kenya June/July 2010 was 
nforgettable and I can't wait to return to 
enya this summer!" 
Jhat do you do as a research assistant? 
From previous work I was led to a 
tudy of ecological and evolutionary 
actors determining the local and 
gional abundance of dung beetles. I 
ave continued to work on the website 
oordination and design this semester as 
(ell." 
Name: Mauricio Escobar 
Class: 2014 
Major: WSP (Music Journalism) 
Minor: Sociology and Psychology 
Job Titles: Sections Editor 
What are your responsibilities? 
"My responsibilities for this year since I 
was the staff and faculty section editor, 
I had to make sure I was getting all the 
club and faculty appointments ready to 
take their picture for my section. I was 
also responsible to write and take some 
photos." 
What is your favorite memory while 
working Acropolis? 
"My favorite memory would have to be 
Amber falling asleep on the floor and 
seeing the pictures the next day. Oh, and 
of course just sitting in the room with 
my fellow yearbookies and just saying 
random things that would wind up on our 
white board." 
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032 Winter Festival 
The ice skating is what all the students who 
came and enjoyed this winter wonderland 
came for. 
Having a life size globe was a blast for the 
students, and even some faculty too! Laugh-
ing and taking pictures while playing in the 
"snow." wograph. By: Kayla L 
P1iraph By: Kayla Lev 
You can't call it a Christmas party without a classic like "The Grinch Stole Christmas." 
oto 	 ph By: 
Ice Ice Baby! was relax-
ing, and a great way for 
friends to get together to 
have fun and just hang 	 .. - 
out. This event allowed 
students to get a taste of 
an icy winter. 
Student Life 
laby! included s'more 
for all those who wanted 
ore! 
Bringing a little Christmas 
spirit to these college students 
in sunny California, they had a 
Christmas tree. 
Promoting Ice Ice Baby was half 
the fun, making posters! 
Some students were a little hesi-
tant to try the ice skating rink, but 
once they did they had a blast! 
ICE ICE BABY! 
The first annual Whittier College Winter Fest was a success. 
December Whittier College sponsored a winter wonderland 
ival held in the Campus Center the first years theme was "Ice 
Baby." There was ice-skating, hot chocolate, s'mores making, 
e Grinch Stole Christmas" was played, and they even had a life 
By: Kayla Leventis 
size snow globe. The students that participated were sure to have 
a good time. The ice skating rink was especially fun for people, 
many just used their shoes and were slipping and sliding around. 
The cold night and snow made it really feel like winter in Southern 
California. 
The Campus Center was 
the perfect spot to enjoy 
a Christmas classic 
"The Grinch Who Stole 
Christmas." Students 
wrapped up in their 
blankets to keep warm. 
tiititil 
Two Poets help hang a valuable art piece at the History Museum of Whittier. Though it may seem like such a sma 
10 
thing, small actions like these help make the lives of others easier, especially for those who work for non-profit 
organizations. Volunteers had a variety of places to chose from to lend a hand and make a real difference. 
034 Helping Hands Day 
At the break of dawn, Poets gathered in Club 88 and 
chose their place of volunteer for the next few hours. 
On a beautiful rainy day in Whittier Students and 
faculty could be seen leaving whittier at 7:30 in the mornin, 
hese student and faculty gave up a Saturday of their time 1 
participate in this annual event called Helping Hands Day. 7. 
volunteered with local nonprofit organizations that includec 
Whittier Museum, The Rio Hondo Red Cross, the Salvatior 
Army and Merrill Gardens, which were all located right hei 
uptown Whittier. After being shuttled to their place of choi 
to volunteer, students began their hard work. Unfortunately 
students that wanted to volunteer outdoors cleaning up the 
community were kept from doing so by the rain. 
Students were selfless on this day, they gave up thei 
free time after a hard week of school all in the name of givi 
back to our community. Almost 250 students altogether he] 
make this day a huge success. The work done at the Red Cr 
was very appreciated, director of volunteers, Casse Trost sa 
I "The community really appreciated all the hard work studei 
did." This one day showed our numbers of caring people to 
community. Although this day hundreds of students volunte 
and it stood out, everyday students volunteer all around our 
community. This is just the day when we all come together 
the perfect day of fun. 
up trash may seem like a dirty 
t it is one that makes a real 
Ce. hinge on this door. 
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Volunteers had the option of spending 
the afternoon with those who lived in 
the elderly home. 
el Raygoza . 201 Photograph By: AsPey 
2
urãlmni
1 
Photograph By: 
Poets work to 
readjust the glass 
table. Without the 
help from others, 
moving this table 
would have not 
been possible task 
for the staff of the 
History Museum 
of Whittier. Every 
minute and person 
matters. 
Photograph By: Michael Raygoza 
Phtogi:aph'By: Ashley Gtffi 
Team work is vital during Helping 	 Volunteering and helping others is not 
Hands Day. 	 all work and no play. 
P1iot 
pose with a group of resident 
n at an elderly home, after 
ing quality time together. 
1. All the drums and bells are laid out 
before students, who can freely take 
one and join in at anytime during the 
performance. 
2. One of the people helping to host it 
helps everyone find their beat and rhythm 
as students make a great ensemble of 
drummers. graph By: Austin Hunter 
Photaph By: Austui Hunter 
Joy Hoffman, as well as other students, have fun at this gathering in the Campus Center Courtyard. 
"It was a Lady Gaga 
experience for me. It 
was that awesome." 
-Diana Hua, Class of 2013 
"The drum circle wa 
a perfect opportunit 
for students to expre 
themselves through 
music, no one had to 
be experienced, no o 
had to rsvp, they jus 
show up, sit by a dr 
and start the beats." 
-Gabriela Arana, Class o 
Hw L 
you like.  
036 Drum Circle 
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's a close up of one of our Poet students 
rig these drums. 
Ari Bacharach and James Fukaye beat to 
the rhythm. 
m Circle 
Students gather in the 
Campus Center Courtyard to beat 
drums together. With the help of 
the music department, drums were 
readily available for the students 
to use and join in on the beat. 
Students were able to grab any 
drum or shakers, grab a seat, and 
By: Ginger Maneske 
start in on the action. Joy Hoffman, 
Director of the Cultural Center, 
was there encouraging students 
to come and join. Many students 
participated and had fun with the 
experience. 
I 
aw 
PIioto 	 By Jauiiuo Ecob 
Freshman, Kristin Williams, expresses her love or the sugary, yet delicious cotton candy that Poet Entertainment 
10 
slaved over to make. This was a perfect way to start a crazy Friday night. 
Cl) 
038 Feel-Good Friday 
Ashley Medina spent some of her time during Feel 
Good Friday making some awesome cotton candy. 
Laughter filled the air of Club 88 with all the memories 
reated by the students who attended the event. Feel-Good 
Friday, sponsored by Poet Entertainment, gave students a 
chance to have fun right after their last class of the week; they 
also wanted to find new ways to use Club 88 and this event fit 
perfectly. The afternoon was filled with delicious snacks such as 
cotton candy and popcorn. Some students took advantage of the 
free food and went back for seconds and even thirds. Students 
had a chance to sing their lungs out to chart-topping song with 
karaoke and they had the chance to work up a sweat and show 
off their dance moves with a dancing video game on an Xbox 
that Poet Entertainment invested in for the students. 
The event was made to have students relax and let loose. 
It started late enough so students can attend after their last class 
and it ended early so students can still go out and about on their 
usual Friday night madness. Even though there were a few less 
people that attended than expected, the afternoon was still a 
success. It was a simple afternoon where students were able to 
relax after their classes and get pumped up for Helping Hands 
Day. 
039 
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"Hanging out with my 
friends and relaxing with 
them was the best part of 
the event." 
"The karaoke was the best 
part. It was what was most 
happening, of the night." 
karaoke was the best 
It gives us a chance to 
ose and have fun!!" 
"I enjoyed the 
environment because it 
was so happy and it was 
a great way to get the 
weekend started. The 
food was good too!" 
What did you most enjoy at the event? 
Leen Mundy, 
; of 2011 
-Claire Thomas, 
Class of 2014 
-Kimberly Welch, 
Class of 2013 
-Cathy Gwinnup, 
Class of 2012 
David Vargas and 
Oscar Castillo 
battled to be 
the best on the 
XBox's popular 
game, Dance 
Dance Revolution. 
Not only were 
they dancing off 
calories but they 
were also have a 
blast just dancing 
to music and of 
course listening to 
the people behind 
them sing to songs 
on a karaoke 
machine. 
Photograph By: Mauricio Fscobai 
iotogiaphB': MaUij 
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g their break of a stressful 
ine, Joey Aldama and Ginger 
ske went delusional with their 
candy since the yearbook staffers 
had 2 hours of sleep each night. 
graph  
Colleen Mundy and Emily Baeza 
showed off their skills to prove who can 
dance better. At the end of the dance-
off, they cooled off with a bottle of 
water and some popcorn. 
it ESCobar 
David Vargas did what My Chemical 
Romance's song, "Sing" said to. He sang 
it till he went nuts. Karaoke was the most 
popular activity of the afternoon. Solos 
weren't the only performances. 
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The core of Whittier College is its strong academics. Whittier College is a liberal arts college that 
thirty majors and thirty minors, or students have the option of creating their own major through the 
ier Scholars Program. Whittier is backed by many outstanding faculty members. One thing that makes 
ier stand out is the availability of the professors. Students are able to meet and discuss on a one on 
vel and concerns they may have about the course material. This allows the students to learn in a more 
rtable environment, and make lasting connections with the amazing faculty. These faculty members 
heir time to help each student. 
Professor's go beyond their duties to make sure that the lectures are extra special by talking 
their personal experiences with the subject matter, or arrange for field work and experiments to aid 
nts in learning not only 	 book work, but practical information that can be 
translated into real life situations. These trips 
often consist of hikes, and sometimes even 
camping trips. Along with the Whittier College's 
beyond the books thinking, there are many 
places that students are allowed to choose 
from to continue their study for a semester 
abroad. 
Poet students are very active in their 
educational role, so why wait to put our skills to 
work? Now is the time for students to get full 
understanding of their majors. Students are also 
prompted to continue their classroom learning 
through internships in their specified fields of study. 
These internships aid in giving personal hands on 
experience for the students to put their knowledge 
to work. Along with the many internships poets 
receive, there are also research that can be worked 
on with the advising of professors. Here students 
work on observations and experiments of a course 
of time to gather data and research specific topics. 
Education is the priority at Whittier College, and 
therefore offers tutors for students to receive help 
in any class they may need. The Center for Advising 
and Academic Success (CAAS) provides poets with 
an environment to study and get help from one 
another. Now is the time to lend a helping hand to 
our fellow poets, and through academic advising 
students are able to share their knowledge with 
each other. 
I 	 The writing program is geared to teach 
• students how to learn to write professional 
papers and reviews. Each student is encouraged to 
explore their inner creativity through writing papers 
on interesting topics. At the end of each poet's term 
here at Whittier, papers are composed on a topic of 
expertise for the senior. Here is the compilation of 
many courses that the students chose to focus on and 
place their knowledge into a tangible document. 
Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph By: Mauricio Escobar 
CAASy:  Mauricio Esco 
We all have problems; whether it is with out math skills, 
writing skills,or sometimes we just cannot understand the 
complexity of a psychology course. There is no need to panic 
and hyperventilate- because you think you are going to fail. 
Here on campus, we have this center below the library that is 
surrounded by clear windows called CASS (Center for Advising 
& Academic Success). In this center you can get tutoring 
from Whittier College students on almost any subject you're 
struggling with, not only does the center offer tutoring but they 
also offer academic advising. 
If you're a bit uncertain which major to pursue, they 
have faculty members and students available to help you choose 
the right path you would like to head. Students find it helpful 
to go to CAAS so they can get help on their assignments and 
also get to use the free computers. The center is great because 
it closes at midnight. So, if you're busy with classes and sports, 
they close late enough to use the services. CAAS is a great place 
to study, get some help and concentrate because it's a quiet and 
cozy environment. Taking advantage of the center is a great idea 
because not only do you have a quiet place to study and do work, 
but you also have a great chance of improving your academic 
skills. Many students have improved in their writing skills as 
well as their knowledge of various subjects. 
How has CAAS 
helped you? 
I 
Photograph By: Mauricio Escobar 
CAAS has provided computers for 
me to use when I need them. Since 
I'm a commuter and I didn't have a 
laptop when I started I couldn't do 
my homework or print stuff our in 
between my classes, but thanks-to 
CAAS I have a place to do that. 
-Vanessa Gonzalez, '14 
Photá 	 . auricio Esco 
They helped me big time! Revisin 
my papers has helped me. Knowin 
the mistakes and making them bett 
really helped. They taught me how 
to master the MLA and APA forma 
when I needed it most. 
-Sara Berber, '1 
Photonraph By: Ashleirh Biv 
Photograph By: Ashleigh 
Many would say having a job in CAAS is beneficial 
because you can work and do some of your studying done 
at the same time. 
We have many tutors in CAAS that is willing to look 
over papers and help out with assignments that are 
tough. Some students like this one seek guidance in 
them. 
044 CAAS 
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ay does some of her homework while she manages the desk in CAAS. Student workers in CAAS have to make sure 
ts sign in when they walk in. 
Like states 
before, CAAS' 
environment 
is a cozy place 
so students can 
study and be 
comfortable at the 
same time. Being 
comfortable 
allows the mind 
to relax and 
allow the new 
information to 
sink into the 
brain. 
1. Computers are available for all students to use in the center. 
Since many commuters don't have a place to store their laptops 
they leave them at home and use the computers provided here. 
2. Some students like to work alone. Many Poets come to study 
for midterms or finals with a coffee from a local coffee shop in one 
hand and a calculator in another. 
3. Belinda Sandolval and her friend take advantage of what the 
center has to offer them. On a regular basis they use the computers 
to type up their long papers. 
4. Even though CAAS stresses a quiet environment, sometimes 
a giggle has to be let out in order to not turn in to a zombie who 
cannot stuff anything else in their brain. 
I 
AM inute 
With Katie 
Hunter 
tudyinc 
Director of International Programs 
What are the most popular cities that students 
decide to study? 
"There are the usual popular locations, 
such as Copenhagen, Paris, Rome and London. 
However, we've had more students going to 
Cape Town (South Africa), Legon (Ghana), 
Shanghai (China) and Buenos Aires (Argentina) 
the last few years. There is no one place our 
students consistently go. Which is part of what 
is fun about it. There are poets all over the 
globe." 
What percentage of the student body would 
you say study abroad during their time here at 
Whittier? 
"In 2009, 14% of the graduating senior 
class reported studying abroad for a semester, 
while an additional 10% reported studying 
abroad for a short term program. So close to 
25% of our students have some sort of study 
abroad experience before they graduate." 
Why do you think it is important for students to 
take advantage of this opportunity? 
"I think that study abroad is the 
epitome of what a liberal arts education is 
about. In many ways, I learned more in my 
four months abroad than in all four years in 
college. Studying abroad builds on everything 
the faculty here work to teach the students. 
Furthermore, at no other time in your life will 
it be so easy to pick up and move to another 
country for a few months. As a study abroad 
student, you have built in access to getting 
immersed in the local culture and have loads of 
help and support while doing it" 
Name:Veronica Moreno 
Year: 2012 
Traveled to: Paris, France 
"Study abroad in Paris has opened my eyes 
in a variety of different ways. Many students 
romanticize studying abroad and to some 
extent have shallow expectations of what th 
want their experience to be like. I, myself, ha 
preconceived notion of my life abroad, and in 
beginning of your journey, the newness of it 
does engulfs you and you love every minute 
But studying abroad is so much more than ju 
the glorified picture you have made up in YOL 
head. At times it can be difficult and frustrat 
and those are the times when you really learr 
something about yourself. I very much loved 
my experience abroad and I learned both in a 
outside of the classroom, but I think the mos 
rewarding thing I gained from being abroad is 
much I learned about myself. 
A 
Caw 
Photograph Provided by Veronica Mon 
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"I thought that traveling was going to be sort of like dreaming 
- hovering ever so slightly between two worlds and trying to 
make sense of it - and in a way it was. I came back and Ghana 
already seemed distant and surreal. But life there did not happen 
in a dream world. It was sticky and noisy and involved a lot of 
walking and tripping and sharing and slow speaking. There was a 
weird collision of the subconscious picture in my brain with reality 
because they function under contrasting aesthetics. 
Name: Colleen Daly 
Year: 2012 
Traveled to: Ghana, Africa 
So here are the things that really mattered, that people might not 
understand but that I'll keep for those days where I'm reminiscing: 
The way that everything exploded with color and how it was not 
just solid colors but swirls of shapes and foreign patterns. The 
strange tugging tickle that I got every time I shook someone's 
hand and when I realized that they snapped their middle fingers 
at the end of every handshake. Constant touching - everyone 
in Ghana hugs and holds and cradles and there is nothing more 
comforting in those moments when I realized I was 5000 miles 
from home. How the women that worked at the markets at 
night really did have those kerosene smiles - the slow one's that 
seemed to take up their entire face and glowed as the only facial 
feature in the dark. The way everyone carries everything on their 
heads. The way the large woman I bought oranges from waddled 
when she walked. Thinking I was tan and just realizing that every 
day I was really just covered in a layer of red clay dust. The very 
first time I ate fufu and how I was unable to finish without getting 
soup all down my arm and shirt. 
Yet perhaps the most amazing thing of all is that for four months 
I lived in a foreign country where I met truly amazing people who 
continue to experience the reality that I left behind and wait with 
warm and welcome arms for the day I come back." 
Going away for a semester abroad was by far the best decision I 
Name: Amy Palmer 
	 have ever made. Nerve racking as itmay seem, going away for 1c;
Year: 2012 	
months turned out to be the best time of my life. Not only did I 
Traveled to: Australia make lifelong friends, but I got to see a whole other culture that 
very different from the one I grew up in. Living up in the tropics, 
enjoyed so much that I was able to go to the beach and get a nic 
tan, even during the winter months. My travels throughout Austr 
were definitely well worth my money. Some of my fondest memc 
include roughing it in the Outback, exploring the rain forest right 
behind the university I attended, swimming two feet away from 
turtle, exploring the Great Barrier Reef, skydiving out of an airpla 
at 14,000 feet, and meeting some close relatives for the first tir 
These are all experience that I will carry with me forever. I learne 
much about the vast continent of Australia and I learned some tF 
about myself as well. I recommend anyone who gets the chance 
go abroad somewhere, wherever it may be, to go for it and open 
your mind and heart to the multitudes of cultures out there. I fel 
love with Australia while I was over there and I came home with r 
memories and friendships that will last a lifetime. Studying abroa 
opens up your eyes and mind. It is by far one of the best experie 
otograp s 'rovise. sy Amy a mer and one that I will never forget. I will always cherish the I emorie 
that I have and the people I came to love; I would definitely stud 
abroad again in a heartbeat. 
048 Study Abroad 
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Name: Emma Marchio 
Year: 2012 
Traveled to: Rome, Italy 
Photographs Provided by Emma Marchio 
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"In the Fall of 2010, I had the luckiest most wonderful 
opportunity to go abroad through Whittier College. I 
was able to study in Rome, Italy from the beginning of 	 0 -' 
September to mid-December. Before I got to Rome, I was 
so scared and worried about making friends, adjusting 
to the culture, and being able to find my way around 
the world's most amazing city. However, the moment I 
got there, I seemed to feel like I fit right in. Rome was 
such an old, historical, and beautiful city where the 
people were welcoming as well as the school I studied at, 
Accademia Italiana. I lived in an apartment in a residential 
area of Rome with 5 other girls who became my best 
friends. I fell in love with the culture of my neighborhood 
and of the city of Rome. Breakfast was a short stand 
at a "bar" drinking a cappuccino with locals, lunch was 
commonly known as slice of pizza from a corner "bar," 
and dinner was served around 9 or 10 p.m. Not only 
was the food indescribably amazing but so was the 
travelling I was fortunate enough to do. I went to Paris, 
London, Prague, Sicily, Florence, Venice, Barcelona, and 
Seville. Each weekend a different trip was planned around 
Europe and I was able to get a feel and shopping experience 
in different countries every weekend! My experience was 
nothing but positive, educational, cultural, and perfect, in 
so little words. I was able to travel around Europe without a 
care in the world while also learning the Italian language and 
studying International Business with hands-on experiences. 
My everyday life was throwing a Euro in the Trevi Fountain, 
passing by the Colloseum, and going to mass in the Vatican. 
Nothing can compare to my amazing experience in Rome, as I 
attained so much culture and experience in my life.." 
Admissions 
Biology 
David Bourgaize, Erica Fradinger, Hector 
Valenzuela, Sylvia Vetrone, David Mbora, Cheryl 
Swift 
Daniel Duran, Chuck Lame, Maureen Nerio, Jeffrey 
Decker and Baokim Coleman 
TOP ROW: David Lame, Kieron Millier, Darryl 
Foy, Chris Dedmon 
SECOND ROW: Adrianna Prejona, Annette 
Van Wagner, Raquel Villalobos, Celbie Velez, Aj 
Jezierski 
BOTTOM ROW: Richard Scaffidi and Lisa Meyer 
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Luz Maria Galbreath and Joy Hoffman 
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ment & Education 
TOP: Dr. Anne Sebanc, Dr. Shannon Stanton, Dr. 
Kay Sanders, Dr. Judith Wagner, Dr. Don Bremme 
MIDDLE: Dr. Kathleen Ralph, Dr. Holly Lopez, 
Catherine George 
BOTTOM ROW: Linda Brennan, Dr. Ivannia Soto-
Hinman, Kathe Robbs, Aiddee Tellez 
uIturaI Center 
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Academics 051 
Dr. Priscilla Bell, Dr. Charles Reeg, Dr. Amy 
Mosken, and Dr. Ralph Isovitsch 
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Dean  of Students 
Andre Coleman, Jeanne Ortiz and Frances Romo 
Economics 
Chuck Lame and Greg Woirol 
Mayra Galeana, Anthony Gallaran, David 
Carnivale, Julie Aldama and Justin Jimenez 
052 Faculty and Staff 
Academics 053 
Human Recourse 
I 
II 
Monique Soto, Adam Kaplan, Maritza 
Magallanes and Stephanie Hernandez 
Rick Clark, Nessa Julian and Eva Covarrubias 
TOP: George Da Roza, Gustavo Geirola, 
Mariano Zaro, 
MIDDLE: Julio Enriquez, Debra Ecleloff, 
Doreen O'Connor-Gomez 
BOTTOM: Marie- Magdeleine Chirol, 
Horng-Yi Lee 
Stephen Cook, Teresa LeVelle, Danilo Lozano, 
Russel Litchfield, and David Muller 
Paul Kjellberg and David P. Hunt 
Physics 
Music 
Serkan Zorba, Glenn Piner, Haanna Nguyen, James 
Camparo 
054 Faculty and Staff 
Kristin Wiberg, Irene Gallardo, and President Sharon 
Herzberger 
Christina Scott, Karen Redwine, Chuck Hill, Ayesha 
Shaika, and Lori Comparo 
Pies idenj' Of/ice 
Dean qfFa/,'ç Qifice 
Dlitical Science Academics 055 
TOP ROW: Fred Bergerson, Eric Lindgren 
BOTTOM ROW: Mike McBride, Deborah Nordan 
and John Neu 
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President's Office 
056 Faculty and Staff 
TOP: Matt Washington, Tea Bogue, David Christof 
and Andre Fils-Aime 
BOTTOM: Delaphine Hudson 
Wayne W. Van Ellis, Jose Chavez, Jenelle Hlavka 
and Amy Jacobson 
Social Work 
graphed By: Joey Aldama 
Tina Yates, Lisa Ibanez, Paula Sheridan and 
Claudio Dorrington 
Photographcd'By: Joey Aldama 
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Academics 057 
Photographed By: Mauricio Escobar 
TOP: John Bak, Ron Maunsr, Rich Cheathan, 
Jennifer Holmes, Norman JR Lunker 
BOTTOM: Shane Cadman, Lia Kozatch, Lynne 
Wagner, Gil Gonzalez, Katie Liddicoat, and Brian 
Roed 

Aiding in academics, campus clubs and organizations fuel student's interests. 
These clubs are student run and tailored to the concentration of every student. The 
beauty of our clubs system, is that like the Whittier Scholars Program, if there is 
not one for you, just create it. We, as educated students have the ability to create 
and qet involved in creative outlets to supports our interests, both in academics 
and outside of it. Organizations are here for 
us to get involved and lead. These clubs 
teach us valuable skills such as leadership, 
communication skills, and community 
involvement to name a few. They also educate 
us on different aspects of life we may not have 
thought about before. Here and now is when 
we begin our leadership for the future. Heading 
a club it a great responsibility that can give students 
J 4 	 the opportunity to leave a legacy 
The organizations enhance students learning 
and experiences here at Whittier. These clubs can 
range from athletics clubs, to special interests, to 
cultural and even honor societies. The involvement 
of students in these organizations is vital to the 
growth and improvement of our campus. Media 
groups help to keep students up to date with 
what is going on in the college and document 
its happenings. Awareness organizations help to 
educate others about many things such as our 
impact on the environment and how we can reduce 
our carbon foot print. Cultural groups serve to 
diversify, even further our campus, athletics 
clubs allow students to keep active and maintain 
a healthy living both inside and outside the 
classroom, and honor societies allow students to 
deepen their knowledge in their major and help 
educate others of the opportunities educated 
people in the fields have. Organizations like ASWC 
Senate allow students to explore the planning 
and political side of the college. 
Whatever the purpose may be for joining or 
starting a club, Whittier is here is allow us to 
reach our full potential. 
Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
TOP: Joey Aldama, Mauricio Escobar, Thomas 
Clauss, Zach Garrett 
BOTTOM: Ginger Maneske, Amber Orozco, 
Amanda Phelps and Kayla Leventis 
NOT PICTURED: Austin Hunter, Ashliegh Begay, 
Shane Murphy and Christina Martinez 
Anthropology/Sociology 
TOP: Celina De Sá, Jose Gutierrez, Amanda Amiel, 
Abry Leon 
BOTTOM: Kati Futhian, and Ivy Han 
AOKP 
 
TOP: Jon Paul Cook, Damaris Dubon, Stephanie 
Angus, Sean Patrick O'Leary, Doniel Wheeler 
BOTTOM: Armando Gonzalez, Susan Hood, 
Joshua Goldman, and Brian Garfield 
060 Organizations 
sian Student Associolation Clubs 061 
TOP: Tania Manquin, Melissa Camarena, Kenya 
Sanchez-Alvarado, Maria Pizafla, Fabioloa B arreram 
Gabriela Amaya and Emily Baeza 
BOTTOM: Ever Rincon, Dannea Crespo, Sonia 
Zelezny, Brittaney Leon and Cristina Alcaraz 
liology 
Amigos U.nido
.
s 
Genevieve Garcia, Brenda Molgora, Christine 
Zmuda, India Warren, Marissa Meyer, Chelsea Irha, 
Peaches Ulrich, Pedro Perez, Hena Garcia, Justin, 
Martinez, Alexis Jackson, Joshua Smith, Richie 
Beswick, Courtney Faught, Domarin Khago, and 
Danielle Finger 
Ernie Reus, Nico Garcia, Steve Olvera, Dan 
Neverisky, Allyson Yuen, Andrew Kim, Irene Keogh, 
Tyler Kang, Max Oehler, and Brandon Tso 
Not pictured: Aaron Ahn, Alysa Fukunaga, Kevin 
Hsu, Miles Kubota, McCall Schenthal, Garrin Taga, 
Photograp r By Asi leig 
Black Student Union,
-
M  Jonathon Brasfield, Netanya Bledsoe, and Richard 
Hopkins III 
Business Leadership GrOL 
TOP ROW: David Weed, Clint Bird, Ryan Lim 
SECOND ROW: Melissa Campos, Micahel Ibarra, 
Carlos Hidalgo, Scott Galvan 
THIRD ROW: Luan Vo, Gabe Papa, Scott Galvan 
FOURTH ROW: Daniel Atcer, Noretta Morales, 
Terees Douid, Boryana Tsenkova 
Fifth Row: Lea Betsworth, Alyssa Tantillo, Rachel 
Bernal, Amanda Phelps 
BOTTOM ROW: Brenda Gonzalez, Rachel 
Bushman, Julie Baez, Ana Perez, Professor 
Coleman 
CIA 
062 Organizations 
Matt Costa, Kallia Wade, Viviana Gomez, Terees 
Dowd, Michael Raygoza, and Ben See 
NOT PICTURED: Tamon Casteneda 
uestrian Team 
Photographed By: Mra. Eu1berg 
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TOP ROW: Ana Perez, Julie Baes 
SECOND ROW: Terees Dowd, Amanda Phelps. 
Paige Richmond 
THIRD ROW: David Weed, Eddie Beckerman. 
Zachary Garrett 
FRONT ROW: Scott Galvan, Jasper Albright, 
Dylan Griffths, and Adam Worisen 
Economics 
Erin Eulberg, Blame Horvath, Emma Ahlo and 
Rachel Bickert 
Alexander Ikeda, Deborah Wahnich, Patrick 
Norton and John-Paul Mark-Antoine Christopher 
Cook Sr. III 
Ha 
Kyla Sumida, Kiera linuma, Jessica Rosnack, 
Wiliama Sanchez, Alyssa Obata, Dana Tsuruda, 
Emma Ahlo 
NOT PICTURED: Kelli Miyahira 
TOP: Christian Mohn Erick Escobar, Irene Keogh, 
Amy Palmer, Jonathon Tupanjanin, Ashley Ramos, 
TaShaunna Peterman, Melanie Hoglund, Timothy 
Lang, Megan Connell, Courtney Smith, Roy Poblete, 
Jacquin Walman 
BOTTOM: Andrew Kim, Evan Godfrey, Kyle Fox, 
and Cameron Greene 
TOP: Zachary Garrett, Daniel Akers, Professor 
Fatos Radoniqi, Adam Wohlsen, Aushn Noguersa, 
Owen Connolly 
BOTTOM: Gabriel Papa, Patricio Carregha, Charlie 
Phillips, Dylan Griffths, Cara Nguyen, Scott Galvon, 
Carlos Hidalgo 
 
nvestment Club 
 
064 Organizations 
:LS Club 
KPOET Rad w 
TOP TO BOTTOM: Elyse Sharp, Peaches Ulrich, 
Julie Henderson, James Fukaye, Sean Kerr, Sam 
Morris, Rene Perez, Tobit Raff 
Acadia Larsen, Jon-Paul Cook, Stephanie Angus, 
Ace White, Casandra Rusti, Meghan Reynolds, 
Joshua Arenson, Monique Guerrero, Ginny Traster, 
Zhenyu Chen, Eddie Barragan 
NOT PICTURED: Tobit Raff 
Clubs 065 
TOP ROW: Eli Cuevas, Professor Householder, 
Joey Aldama, Jared Cato, Ryan Kirkpatrick, Natalie 
Barajas, Conny Joel 
SECOND ROW: Rich Duran, Matt Lane, Jess 
Mena, Libby Montgomery, Andrea Smith, Jenri 
Rivas-Guillen, Riley Myrick 
BOTTOM ROW: Alyssa Carillo, Ashley Graham, 
Tamara Skoric, Claribel Solorio, Dr. Barlow, Gina 
Dipierro 
NOT PICTURED: Shea Harwell and Tyler Aisner 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
'PT 
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TOP ROW: Cristian Sepulveda, Melissa Camaren 
Jessica Martin, Jessica Pazo, Krizia Rocha, Miriam 
De Dios, Mirta Ortiz 
SECOND ROW: Wendy Barrios, Jessica Meza, 
Lizeth Felix, Dannea Crespo, Ever Rincon, 
Humberto Jasso, Stephanie Carmona, Cristina 
Alcaraz 
FLOOR: Angel Gonzalez 
PARIVAR 
TOP ROW: Sydney Gould, Alyssa Ray Tantillo, 
Eric Rempen, Hannah Whitehurst, Niketa Patel, 
Brianne O'Doherty 
BOTTOM ROW: Amanda Edwards, Tamara Skoric 
TOP ROW: Joey Aldama, Tyler Bogart, Conny Jo 
David Hayashi, Riley Myrick, Ryan Kirkpatrick, 
Matt Lane, 
BOTTOM ROW: Terees Bowd, Veronica Bacerra 
Tessa Padilla, Libby Montgomery, Andrea Smith, 
Jess Mena, Jenn Rivas-Guillen, Keimi Lew, Anna 
Edwards 
NOT PICTURED: Jay Armenta 
066 Organizations 
Clubs 067 Phi Alpha Theta 
)P: Jose Ortega, Dana Fitzpatrick, Kyrah Leal, 
Lchael Dougan, Kristina Shaw, Ian Theel 
COND ROW: Melissa Samarin, Zach Stark 
)TTOM ROW: Mary Helen Truglia, Michelle 
men, Marco Leone, Scott Peyatt, Natale Zapia, 
marlotte Borst 
TOP: Rick Clark, Oscar Castillo, Candace Rojas, 
James Wilder 
BOTTOM: Casey Connorton, David Vargas, 
Jazzmine Graham, Emily Baeza and Ashley Medina 
NOT PICTURED: Camille Rice, Sylvia Buren, 
Tashaunna Peteman, Kevin Luducci, Gabriela Arana, 
Milchael Saber and David Bincuelas 
Photographed By: 
k Sandlund, Peter Van Lier, Roy Poblete, Kristina 
ttle, Brigette Duran, Monique Guerrero, Terees 
)wd, DJ Covarrubias, Danielle Richards 
Program Board 
liiotographcd By: Prograni Board 
Photographed By: Mauricio F 
Quaker Campus 
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- 
Photographe. 	 : R an Inouye 
QCTV 
TOP: Dr. Christina Scott and Dr. Karen Redwine 
BOTTOM: Richard Hopkins, Gabriela Gutierrez, 
Anthony Akkawi, Lynne Saladir, Megan Teachworth 
and Hollie Almeria 
TOP ROW: Jeff Wilson, Korrine Hilgeman, Joseph 
Marlitt, Marcus Arman, Sean Bahar, Matthew 
Anson, Dr. Gary Libman, 
Dylan Conroy, Samantha Estrella, Taylor Chin, 
Christine Meza, Mauricio Escobar 
SECOND ROW: Krystal Valladares, Daniel Kulick, 
Robin Reyes, Ginny Traster, Rachel See, Katie 
Jenkins-Moses, Kaitlin Cassidy, 
Christina Fong, Jessica Camp, Ricardo Pitones, 
Vanessa Gonzalez, Laurin Peters 
BOTTOM: Ryan Inouye, Dillon Grandy, Alexandra 
Sanchez 
Not pictured: Linda Park, Kirstie McPeek, Angel 
Gonzalez, Neslie Tumulac 
Sandra Kirollos, Jordan Robledo, Alexandria 
Sanchez, Kadin Cassidy, Kathryn Harrold, Nicole 
Buehlmaier, Rebecca Cruces and Dr. Gary Libman 
068 Organizations 
AE Club 
TOP ROW: Randyn Gregg 
SECOND ROW: David Weed, Brad Seitz, Nick 
Patronite, Freddie Malcomb, Chance Erwin 
BOTTOM ROW: Amanda Phelps, Terees Bowd, 
Ariana Assenmacher, Anna Cade, Danielle Richards 
TOP ROW: Riley Myrick, Tina Merlino, Essence 
Scott, Conny Joel, Adriana Davidek 
BOTTOM ROW: Randyn Gregg, Coach Emily 
Hammer, Jess Mena, Andrea Smith, Gina Dipierro, 
and Jenn Rivas-Guillen 
Clubs 069 
C 
TOP ROW: Amanda Edwards, Amber Orozco, 	 -' 
Caitlin Peters, Gaby Arana, Devina Williams, Emily 
Baeza, 
N 
BOTTOM ROW: Ginger Maneske, Manuel Cruz 0 
Danelia Lopez 	 = 
C', 
Rebubluican Club 
TOB.0-LAD 
Li 
Photographed By: Ashleigh Begay 
Students for Community Medicin 
1 	 1 India Warren, Akosua Nkwantabiisa, Kristina Little, 
Fred Grady, Erika Perez, Marissa Meyer, Christine 
Zmuda, Megan Maguire-Marshall, Elizabeth 
Montgomery, Virginia Traster, Genevieve Garcia, 
Gustavo Quintana, Taylor Chin, and Josh Smith 
Thomas Elliott, Ace White, Ashley Medina, 
Ginger Maneske, Gaby Arana, Colleen Mundy, 
Jordan Robledo, Emily Baeza, Helen Romero, and 
Anastasia Bergara 
VPS 
Simon Dzhaparidze, Veronica Moreno, Rudy Audelo 
Julia Vessels 
070 Organizations 
WC Cheer 
Clubs 071 
VC Dance Team--,  
Tyler Kang, Andrew Kim, Brooke Lyon, Ashley 
Mendoza, Jessica Morales, Evelyn Cruz, Dasha 
Neymark, Jonathan Grubb, Cameron Greene, Megan 
Connell, Ivette Alonso, Allyson Yuen, Mitchell 
Bryant, Wiliama Sanchez, Asa Yasunaga 
'OP ROW: Joey Aldama, KeanrySchalctuas, Josh 
orotesano, Ryan Brunansky, Chad Evenrud, Kevin 
hapan, Joey Kienle Fredy Grady 
ECOND ROW: Marcus Langkilde, Willie 
1ebane, Michael Roygoza, Josh Guereque, Matt 
saro, Michael Eachus 
OTTOM: Patrick King, Davis Gerber, Matt 
Ianzano, Ernie Reus, Tommy Barber and Brandon 
ista 
OP ROW: Marissa Meyer, Katherine Van Allen, 
)rdan Robledo, Luis Hernandez, James Ruiz, 
helsea Rowe, Denette Fitch. 
ECOND ROW: Meagan Dominguez, Ashley 
raham, Breann De Santiago, Sabrina Ortiz, Julie 
[auk, Megan Jackson. 
OTTOM ROW: Lauren Bartelli, Chelsea Speer, 
atalie Saldana, Ley Ung, Danielle Jurado, Monica 
rejo, India Warren 

Societies on campus have been a part of the Whittier College community since the 
1 920s. The societies were formed as literary groups and have evolved into the social and 
academic groups they are today. Now, there are eight active societies on campus; four for 
females, three for males, and one co-ed. The primary focus for these groups is community 
service, scholarship, and leadership. These societies also serve to bond students together 
and become brothers and sisters in the college community. Societies add a fun twist to the 
typical educational college experience and allow 
students to meet alumni of the college and build 
relationships with people in all different fields. 
The Societies contribute many volunteer 
hours to local charities and often participate 
together in Whittier College's annual Helping 
Hands Day. These members also serve as 
mentors for the youth in the community. Along 
with their service work, these students set a 
priority on academics and maintaining their 
G.P.A.s by forming study groups and having 
regular grade report checkups. Academic 
mentoring is a great way for these students to 
stay on top of their education while building 
relationships with others. Leadership is an 
important quality that all members learn. 
Often times, these students become leaders 
of other clubs and organizations. They also 
host workshops for the campus to participate 
in. Society members not only give back to 
charities and the community around us, but 
- 
to the Poet community as well. Many of the 
social events on and off campus are hosted 
by a society or in collaboration with a couple 
societies. These events provide students 
with a fun way to relax and have some 
well deserved fun after all the hard work 
throughout the weeks of studying they put 
Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph From: Thalians 
Athenians By: Amber Orozco 
"The Ladies of the Athenian Society are a distin-
guished group of women whose purpose is to enrich 
and develop the personalities and characteristics 
of its members through scholarship, close social 
relationships, and community service. Members are 
involved in a wide array of activities on and off cam-
pus and share the common strong bond of sister-
hood. 
Photographs Provided by the Athenian Soci 
Orthogonians 
75 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
Societies 075 
A ctive Members 
Mark Alvarez 
Joshua Callanan 
Daniel Cordova Jr. 
Richard Duran 
Nickolas Flores 
Julian Garcia 
William Hougan 
HumbertoJasso 
Robert V. Jacobo 
Jonathan Palomino 
Robert Reynaga 
Ever Rincon 
Brad Seitz 
Patrick Sweigart 
Jacob Welch 
"The mission of the Orthogonian Society is to provide 
an environment for individuals who are striving to reach 
their full potential, in the field of academics, athletics, 
and personal growth, while taking on various responsibili-
ties which provide services for our school, and the com-
munity. In the process of accomplishing different goals, 
Orthogonians will display wholehearted values such as: 
giving 100 percent to every task we pursue, demonstrat-
ing the true meaning of brotherhood, being true to our-
selves, working smarter and harder, taking advantage of 
strength and improving upon weaknesses, and venturing 
through life with a heart full of bravery." 
Photographs Provided by the Orthogonian Society 
lontans 
Shannon Atkins 
Keri Boxer-Sosbee 
Alexandra Brain 
Allyson Castro 
Archana Chandrashekar 
Jenae Davis 
Amanda Garcia 
Vanessa Gonzales 
Kimberley Gray 
Ivy Han 
Jade Hernandez 
Diana Hua 
Davia Lamey 
Diane Leroy 
Sarah Mannes 
Noretta Morales 
Claire Morlock 
Chelsea Pomfret 
Emily Salcido 
Semhal Tadesse 
Sabrina Viramontes 
"Individually Unique, Together Complete", 
the members of the Ionian Society pride 
themselves on sisterhood, giving back to 
the community, building leadership, and 
promoting the individual. lonians celebrate 
their differences and work together as a 
whole. The purpose of the society shall be 
to make the Ionian Society ideals-simplicity 
of taste, strength of character, and graceful 
living. We work to promote bonds of sister-
hood within the society, host and partici-
pate in community service events, and host 
social events on campus for members of 
our community." 
076 lonians 
Sachsens  
"What's 
a 
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Societies 077 
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Active Member 
Brendan Murphy 
Cody Reese 
Danelia Lopez 
Michelle Daneri 
Nick Delgado 
Paula Gras 
Alana Cloud 
Brandon Halcomb 
Colleen Daly 
Deyla Curtis 
Joel Lashmore 
James Lott 
Liz Fisk 
Max Gallo 
Thomas Elliott 
Charlie Burke 
Neal Bëhrëndt 
Irene Keogh 
Tanya McQueen 
Casey Connorton 
Gabble Olavarrieta 
Mitchell Bryant 
Ben Seinfleld 
John LaPoint 
Jennice Ontiveros 
Ginger Maneske 
Nicole Gonzales 
Krystal Anderson 
Jessica Miller 
Ashley Medina 
Sylvia Burn 
Amber Orozco 
Palmers 
Active Members 
Maggie Beard 
Tammy Miyata 
Rachel Aelion-Moss 
Ponchita Chaiyakam 
Jessica Pazo 
• Awhdrea Lassiter 
Stephanie Hui 
Lucy Dzwonkowski 
April Paredes 
Wendy Barrios 
Maria Pizana 
.Adriana Villalobos 
Gaby Gutierrez 
eanette Castaneda 
Liz Tran 
Gihny Traster 
Lizette Gutierrez 
Amber Jurado 
Skyler Bergman 
Erika Perez 
Dannea Crespo 
Donna Orozco 
Marisol Haro 
Elspeth Foran 
Photographs Provided by the Palmer Societ 
"The Palmer Society is Whittier College's oldest women's society. We 
take pride in our tradition of friendship, loyalty, scholarship, and service 
that our sisterhood has brought to the Poet campus since 1921. 
Originally, the Palmer Society known as a literary society, reorganized in 
1928 as a social society as it remains today. We are proud to announce 
24 active members in 2011 with more girls around the corner as they 
complete the pledging process!" 
078 Palmers 
Societies 079 
Photographs Provided by the Franklin Society 
Franklins 
"The Franklin Society, founded in 1921, was the earliest 
Whittier College fraternity. The fraternity began as a literary 
society that based itself on virtues espoused by Benjamin 
Franklin; the society of young men and faculty decided to 
honor an American hero rather than Greek letters. Throughout 
its history, the Sons of Ben boasts a distinguished roll of 
members including academics, public servants, successful 
business owners, and even a president of Whittier College. The 
purpose of the fraternity is to perpetuate lifelong friendships 
by developing well-rounded character in its members, and 
encouraging self-expression, leadership, individuality, and above 
all, a successful brotherhood." 
Thalians 
'Chance has made us sisters. Hearts made us friends.' The Tha 
Society is composed of a large and diverse group of women who 
share a sisterhood and an everlasting bond of friendship. We stron 
believe that each individual woman has something unique to bring 
our society." 
Ct ye 
Hollie Almeria 
Emily Baeza 
Lea Betsworth 
Gina DiPierro 
Ashley Graham 
Catherine Gwinnup 
Christina Martinez 
Colleen Mundy 
Claudia Munoz 
Julieanna Pinto 
Jenna Ririe 
Helen Romero 
Nicole Rothschild 
Claire Thomas 
Ley Ung 
Rebecca Valdivia 
Kimberly Welch 
Valerie Williams 
 
Photographs Pro 
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Active Memberu 
Ace White 
Andrew Jimenez 
Arthur Harris 
Ben See 
Brandon Rista 
Blake Ulves 
Carlos Garcia 
Chris Polsi 
Darren Manzano 
David Raygoza 
Eric Miller 
Ernie Reus 
Fred Grady 
Garrin Taga 
George Malhiot 
Gus Quintana 
Jordan Robledo 
Jordan Vega 
Jose Malagon 
Joseph Gabriel 
lKamron Jalalian 
Keith Moebus 
Mason Peacock 
Matt Costa 
Matt Manzano 
Michael Dougan 
Michael Raygoza 
Michael Sabir 
Miles Kubota 
Robert Oliver 
Russell Tanaka 
Ryan Richard 
Scott Peyatt 
Sean Stribley 
Steve Fernandez 
Wiliama Sanchez 
William Penns 
"The William Penn Society, founded in 1934,   is comprised of men that 
espouse the values of open-mindedness and respect, gentlemen that 
embrace the world around them and strive to become active participants 
in the betterment of society as a whole. William Penn's Quaker values of 
religious tolerance and liberty laid the foundation for the society that we 
see today, with members hailing from many different backgrounds and ways 
of life, members that unify for the creation of a strong brotherhood. 
Strength through Diversity" stands as the mantra of the William Penn 
Society. With diversity, voices from many different perspectives and 
backgrounds have the potential to cooperate and create something great. 
This has allowed Penns to form a very strong brotherhood, a brotherhood 
of rich tradition and history. That diversity is apparent upon setting foot on 
campus. 
Take a look around campus, and you'll notice that Penns are involved in 
all avenues of Whittier College. In positions of leadership, Penns carry the 
ideals of humility and accountability. This demonstrates the commitment by 
William Penn Society members in immersing themselves in the environment 
around them." 
082 Divisional 
Ath 	 ef C s 
Whittier College is a Division Ill athletics school, participating in the 
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC). Athletics teams 
are yet another way the students are able to 
develop themselves physically and emotionally. 
Student athletes are encouraged to exercise to 
stay physically fit and healthy. These athletes 
are taught proper eating and work out habits. 
Now is the time to take care of our body. 
-1 	
There are currently twenty-one athletics 
teams on campus. These teams aim to 
p 	 I promote personal development and provide 
a balance to the academic aspect of the 
student. Participation in these sports help to 
keep students academic success up. These 
teams serve to entertain, and unite the school 
and community as one. Through sports, we 
develop a sense of pride for our school and all 
it has to offer. Athletic events bring students, 
faculty, staff, alumni, and community members 
together. 
The sports program at Whittier College 
gives students an additional outlet to clubs 
and classes. It also teaches many life skills 
to the student-athletes such as teamwork, 
problem solving, hard work and dedication. 
All athletes are encouraged to work hard 
in academics in order earn a degree at 
graduation. Through these athletic games, 
matches, and tournaments students and 
student-athletes develop connections and 
lasting friendships. Poets are a tight knit 
family in which many students use athletics 
to further their college experience and build 
life-long friendships. 
Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
1. The Poets Volleyball team gets ready 
before the start of the game before they 
face off their opponent. Let's go Poets! 
2. Two players jump up to block the 
incoming ball from their opposing team, 
showing their strength and power. 
3. Poets Volleyball Player Nicole Boyer, 
freshman, shows off her spiking skills as 
she plays the position as outside hitter. 
Photogtp i;Austin Hunter 
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Spike It By Ginger Maneske 
The team quickly discusses their next 
play before the whistle blows for the new 
round. 
This season, the Poets Volleyball team proved 
themselves to be at the top of 
their game. They had a tough 
season with only seven wins 
out of the 30 games for the 
season. They played strong 
and showed that they can 
handle the pressure. Coach 
Ali Oliver, being with the Poets 
for four years now, trained the 
team hard proving they can 
handle any type of competition 
that comes at them. 
At the Northwest 
Conference Invitational this 
season, the lady Poets had a 
great first day at tournament 
as they beat the Pioneers and 
Wildcats. They unfortunately 
lost the last two games of the 
tournament against George Fox. 
During the Cal-Lu-Fornia  
Invitational this year, the Poets volleyb 
'., team had a rough weekend losing all f 
games on Friday and Saturday againsi 
Willamette, Pacific Lutheran, Lewis an 
Clark, and George Fox. 
There were four seniors on the team 
this year, which included Jennifer Sala 
Vanessa Amran, Shannon Orlins, and 
Victoria Larios. Vanessa Amran and 
Victoria Larios were team captains al( 
with the freshman, Alyssa Acosta. M 
Montero, freshman, has very success 
this year in the number of assists du 
games that she's been helping out v 
Adrianna Moore, Alyssa Acosta, and 
Alayna Rigo, all freshman, have all h 
the highest number of digs during II 
season counting 215, 387, and 248 
respectively. 
Photograph By: Austin l-Iuntcr 
What is the best part 
about volleyball? 
"Knowing that your teammates 
work hard to get to the same 
goal and that they're willing to 
dedicate themselves to a.sport 
that they love as much as you 
do. The volleyball team was 
like a family." 
-Maria Montero, Class of 2014 
"I love improving my 
skills, staying physically 
fit, and bonding with my 
teammates. Being on a 
team allows me to be 
part of a group that all 
share common goals and 
interests. We have fun, 
work hard, and share the 
same love for the game." 
Justine Martinez, Class of 2012 
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Moore (8). Alayna Rigo (27), Lindsey Kish (4). and along with others 
their victory against their opponent, giving the Poet audience something 
about. 
1. Nicole Boyer (45), freshman, gets her opportunity to hit the ball during one of 
he Poets games, giving her team a chance for an extra point. 
2. Courtney Dickerson (14), junior, jumps to spike her opponents ball so that her 
Poet team can stay in the lead. 
3. Lauren Whiteman (23), freshman, jumps up to try and hit the volleyball to 
another teammate. 
"Germany because 
I've always wanted 
to see the architectur 
and go to the 
Oktoberfest." 
-Patrick Sweigart, Class . 
"I would probably 
go to Italy or Spain 
because those are 
two places I've 
always wanted to 
visit because of their 
culture and amazing 
scenery." 
-Jared Cato, Class of 2011 
If you could 
visit any 
place in the 
world, where 
would you 
go? Why? 
The Poets get ready to rumble as their opponent starts off another play with the ball. 
Photogr 	 By: Joseph Aldama 
1. Cody McDermott (67), 
senior, waits for his team to 
come together to discuss the 
next play. 
2. Collin Wigley (10), senior, 
catches the ball and is on the 
run with it as he tries to score 
another point for the Poets. 
3. The Poets and their 
opponent get caught in a 
jumble as they are trying to 
recover the ball. 
C.) 
086 Football 
Photograph By: Joseph Aidama 
1. The Poets team huddles around as they discuss how they 
are going to get the next point. 
2. The Poets football team gets in line to congratulate their 
opponent in a close game. 
3. Poets wait as the next team gets on the line before the ball 
is let go. 
011 	 By: Amanda Phelps 
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The Whittier College Football faced 
yet another tough year in the 
2010 season. The Poets overall 
record was 2-7, with wins over 
Puget Sound in overtime at the 
beginning of the season and a win 
over Pomona-Pitzer in the latter 
part of the season. The Poets had 
six players given seven spots on the 
All- 
SCIAC team. John O'Malley, senior, 
was given two spots: one for 
special teams and a second spot 
as the defense as the defensive 
back. O'Malley is joined by Kimble 
Tillman, sophomore, and seniors 
Josh 011ison and Josh Porotesano. 
Others given the SCIAC honors were 
two more seniors Tyson Schilling 
and Aaron Alonzo. O'Malley ranked 
second in the conference in total 
tackles but had a SCIAC-high 57 solo 
stops. Although the Poets had a top 
group of players and are steadily 
improving. Head Coach BJ Hammer 
will be leaving the Poet football 
program with the close of this 
season. And the college wishes him 
the best of luck in his next endeavor. 
Senior Brad Seitz describes his last 
four year with Coach Hammer by 
saying "Just Win." 
Page By: Ginger Maneske 
Guadalupe Ulloa, sophomore, and Aiko Araki, sophomore, push it to the limit as they come in 
to the finish line. 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldarna 
This Poet runner concentrates on the long race 
ahead of her as she starts of her race well. 
Michele Callaway, '12 
Photograph By: Joeph' 1dam'a 
Claire Morlock, sophomore, races against a 
team member from Claremont-M-S and keeps 
her mind focused on not letting her pass her by. U) C.) 
Runner ' s High 
088 Women's Cross Country 
stograph By: Tony L Photogra By: Joseph Aldama 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
Ely Litherland, senior, finishes up the last few meters of the race, 
it her all. 
)hanie Kunkle, freshman, and Carolyn Geoghegan, sophomore, start 
jr race with a great pace. 
lie Slingluff, junior, keeps her head in the game as she comes to a 
han Reynolds, senior, races hard the whole race. 
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What do you focus your 
mind on during a race? . 
"During the race, I focus on the 
technical things, such as my form, 
how I'm feeling, if I'm on pace, 
and I go over where during the race 
I plan on speeding up and gaining 
distance on other runners. If I'm just 
burnt out I try to wonder off into 
space and just try to finish." 
-Jessica Mena, Class of 2011 
7 	 "I focus on other runners in front 
of me, focus on the finish line and 
pushing it every minute in the 
91 	 race." 
-Jennifer Rivas-Guillen, Class of 2012 
"I focus my mind on strategy which 
is saving energy for the first half 
so I can pick up speed and pick off 
runners in the second half. I thin of 
how I want to make my coaches, 
parents, and teammates proud which 
makes me keep running harder." 
-Michele Callaway, Class of 2012 
By: Ginger Maneske 
This running season, we saw some amazing athletes 
spire to their greatest. The Poets had a great season, bringing 
ome new faces into their team as well as showing off ones who 
ad already been there. Overall, the team placed second, tied 
with Redlands for the season finale. 
Some new freshmen that were welcomed to the team 
were Elizabeth Cook, Alyssa Fuss, Stephanie Kunkle, Victoria 
Savage, Claribel Solorio, and Sabrina Viramontes. Our seniors 
that had a great Whittier College experience running here. 
are Jessica Mena, Meghan Reynolds, and Nadine Rice. Even 
though these great runners will be leaving, we have a great team 
that will continue their hard work in the years to come. 
One to especially to note on the women's cross 
country team is Michele Callaway, junior. She placed first in 
the field of 122 runners at the SCIAc Champioships, bringing 
the Poet team in third place. She was named Female Athlete 
of the Week by SCIAC during the week of November 1st. She 
was also named to the All-SCIAC first team. She qualified to 
compete as an individual in the National Championship, which 
took place November 20th. Out of 279 runners, she placed 14t 
overall, running in the lead of the pack with an amazing time o 
21:32.4, being one of the few who ran under 22 minutes. Wha 
a wonderful way to end the season. This has definitely topped 
her three-year career as a runner. 
Men's Cross Country 
3. Marco Leone, junior, sprints to the 
finish line as he sees the race is coming 
to an end. 
Cl) 
C.) 
C) 
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1. Bryce Holewinski, senior, and 
Hayden Schmidt, freshman, keep with 
each other in the race so that they can 
both stay on pace. 
2. Daniel Soto, freshman, tries his 
hardest in the race. 
Photogiaph By: Tbn' Lon 
h 	 ItS 	 By: Ginger Maneske 
It was a great season for the men's cross 
country team. All the team members 
worked their hardest and it has 
shown through their extraordinary 
finishes at invitationals and 
other races. At the Mills College 
Invitational, they won as Travis 
Airola, junior, helped lead the Poets 
team by coming in first with a time 
of 28:25. Other Poets to join him at 
the finish line and finish in the top 10 
were freshman Hayden Schmidt, who 
came in seventh, junior Marco Leone, 
who came in ninth, and senior Sean 
Arps, who finished tenth. 
The team placed seventh at 
the 2010 Sagehen Stampede. Once 
again, Travis Airola was the first Poet 
to finish on the men's team, coming in 
25th. Jacob Arango, freshman, came 
in 70th right after Travis. Junior Marco 
Leone, sophomore Jordan Vega, and senior Bryce 
Holewinski all finished in the top I 
for the race. 
At the multi-dual meet 
for SCIAC, the team finished four 
overall with the leading runner Tr 
Airola, as he continued to add to 
his great season this year. He ca 
in 1 8th out of 109 runners with 
time of 27:50:38. A couple wee 
later at the SCIAC Championship 
the team placed sixth overall wi 
Travis leading them in. He ran ir 
1 9th out of 113 runners. 
The Poets finished the 
season off at the NCAA Divisio 
West Regional Meet, which too 
place in Oregon, and the Poet te 
came in 1 6th. They were just 1 ( 
points behind Puget Sound, who 
were 1 5th. 
Bryce Holewinski, senior, races hard 
during one of the meets. 
What's your favorite 
hobby? Why? 
"Playing complex and 
strategical board games like 
Risk. I enjoy them because 
I like how every game is 
different and there's always 
a counterattack to beat your 
opponent. I like how there's 
different ways to beat your, 
opponent." 
-Travis Airola, Class of 2012 
"I like snowboarding, besides 
running. I like the rush of 
going fast and going off 
jumps and rails. I love trying 
new things and you can be 
creative on a snowboard." 
-Kevin Mancilla, Class of 2012 
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Airola, junior, is in the front of the pack of racers, keeping his mind in the game. 
[Espinoza, freshman, keeps among other racers to keep a good pace. 
Ian Vega, sophomore, is trying to stay focused during one of his races. 
rco Leone, junior, starts off the race well. 
Being a goalie is tough, but being a goalie for water polo can be a bit trickier. Not only do you have to focus on the object but you have to see it 
water is being splashed everywhere whereas land goalies just have to see the object without anything really blocking them. 
1. The water polo team gets 
strict critiques from their 
coach after they finish a 
period of the game. 
2. Like any other sport, there 
is defense and offense in 
water polo. Lincoln Haley 
blocks off his opponent so 
he won't score. 
3. Rilesh Desai throws the 
CA 0 ball to his teammate to score 
one for the Poets. 
.= 
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What's your 
favorite thing 
to do to pass 
time when 
you're bored? 
"I like to make my 
roommate's life 
miserable when I get 
bored." 
-Joey Kienle, Class of 
I believe that only 
boring people get bored. 
Keeping myself busy 
with activities and 
friends assures me that I 
never get bored. 
-Chad Evenrud, '12 
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1. Lincoln Haley has been playing water polo for years. With 
his experience, other teams have to watch out for his skills. 
2. Teamwork is something that has to be done in any sport 
played. The Men's water polo adds some of their personality to 
their seriousness. 
3. Playing in the water can be tricky because not only are 
you blocking people but you also have the water around you 
making it hard to move fast. 
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throw. Solash, Score. 
Men's Water Polo continues to grow with 
Coach Justin Pudwill now in his fourth year. 
The team is 21 members strong, being lead 
by Seniors Rilesh Desai '11 and Will Jackson 
11. The teams overall record was 13-21, with 
a 4-6 SCIAC Conference record. The teams 
conference wins came against Pomona-Pitzer, 
Cal Lutheran, and Cal Tech. The team made it to 
the final round at the SCIAC Championships but 
lost to Claremont-Mudd-Scripps(CMS) in the 
final seconds of the game with a score of 4-3. 
The team made it to the Western Water 
Polo Association 
Championship at 
By: Amanda Phelps 
Santa Clara University for the second year in a 
row, however, losing all three games and coming 
in 1 0th place. Three Poets were honored with 
All SCIAC honors, repeat Senior Rilesh Desai '11, 
and newcomer Erick Gonzalez '14, Chad Evenlud 
12. 
Our men's water polo team will fight to 
the end in order to show other schools that they 
are a worthy battle and will not give up until 
they win. 
Photograph By: Chad Evenrud 	 Page By: Mauricio Escobar 
Go for Goal'. 
:Photograph-By;-Jos'e'ph AIdam 
mma Krieger, freshman, keeps the ball away from her incoming opponent, as she kicks it to 
another one of her teammates. 
I- 
Goalie Rachel Bushman '11, goes for the buzz 
kill in capturing the ball from the opposing 
team. 
The Poets team walks away with a victory 
their pocket, rejoicing with hugs and anoti 
round of water. 
Stephanie Bergstrom plays 
tight defense to try to regain 
possession of the ball. 
094 Women's Soccer 
your soccer team? 
"They have made my 
last season the most 
memorable." 
"I would have to say that I love the 
community atmosphere that playing 
at Whittier College has given me, and 
that the girls I play with I can call my 
family." 
-Shelley Johiro, Class of 2012 
"I love the competition of college 
soccer and this past year playing at 
Whittier College I have met some 
great athletes and I'm looking forward 
to playing with them for the next three 
years." 	 . 
-Emma Krieger, Class of 2014: 
By: Ginger Maneske. 
It was a great season for the women's soccer 
team, winning 6 games out of the 18 games total, and 
tying two games as well. This year, we saw many of the 
players flourish in their skill and team effort. Everyone 
gave one hundred percent in their effort, which helped the. 
team altogether. FOr the second time, Breeann Yamada, 
a sophomore from Hawaii, was named to the All-SCIAC 
first-team. Her teammate Shelly Johiro, junior, was flamed 
on the second-team, this being her first all-conference 
recognition ever. Unfortunately, in the team's season 
finale after being in good contention of being in the 
conference, they lost against Redlands, ending their season 
short. 
Head coach, Nicole Gervais, after being head 
coach of the women's soccer team for four seasons, 
resigned her position just one month after leading the 
Poets to many wins. A new coach has yet to be named for 
the upcoming season but a national search is being made 
to find another coach. 
Many players have shined this year such as 
Danielle Kwasniowski, freshman, Breeann Yamada, 
sophomore, and Chelsea frha, junior. There were only 
two seniors on the team this year, consisting of Rachel 
Bushman and Andrea Smith, and they shined during their 
last season at Whittier. 
Photograph By: Austin Hunt 
PhotographBy: Joseph Aldath 
thanie Bergstrom (3), junior, throws the ball back into the fleild to 
Lmmates for another chance to score. 
)hanie Bergstrom (3) tries to keep the ball away from her opponent 
runs across the field with it. 
na Krieger (27), freshman, fights for the ball as she jumps in the air 
md get it first. 
han Gran (24), freshman, has great position with the ball as her 
ent keeps with her. 
Above: The Poets take a rest during 
halftime to get a pep talk to prepare for the 
next half. 
Right: A Poet jumps ahead of an opposing 
player to get the ball, following through to 
score a goal. 
Center: Adolfo, '12 races for the ball and 
gets there just in time to try to score a 
goal. 
Cl) C., 
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Men 's  Soccer 
The Poets men's soccer team had a fantastic season this year, 
absolutely dominating the field. Although they had their ups 
and downs they came out victorious 
in what they wanted to achieve this 
year, to play their best. With ten wins 
overall this season, these Poets made it 
into the semi-finals of SCIAC this year, 
but lost to Claremont M-S with a score 
of 0-1 during overtime. The team also 
ranked eighth in the regional rankings 
from the National Soccer Coaches 
Associations of America (NSCAA), 
making Whittier College one of three 
ranked schools within the division. With 
returning and first year players, the team 
had to learn how to work together. After 
having a rough start to the season and 
suffering a loss at their home opener 
against Biola University, the Poet 
players learned to play more effectively. 
Do to this years' extreme Poet spirit for 
the men's soccer team, the players were 
By: Kayla Leventi 
able to play their best thanks to their fan's support. The I 
student-athletes proved not only to have skill on the fleic 
but also to have good sportsmanship, 
having six of their student-athletes eai 
all-conference honors. Adolfo Santos, 
junior, earned recognition for first-tea 
all-conference. As a forward, he led t 
team in an extra 15 points, 7 assists, a 
made 4 goals this year. Shea Harwell 
senior, Brendan McWalters, senior, S 
Jovanovic, sophomore, and Francis 
Maxwell, freshman, all made recogn 
for second-team all-conference. Alsc 
teams' senior captain, DJ Corvarrubi 
despite his knee injury, became a 
corecipient of The Brine Award for 1 
Distinction as the Southern Califorr. 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. 
With the resignation of this years' 
coach, Paul Walmsley, Shea was hired 
as the new head coach, continuing to Ii 
lead his fellow Poets to victory. 
Disappointed, the Whittier goalie takes a 
moment to reflect. 
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Above right: Shea, '11 rushes to get the ball just in time to try and score. 
What keeps you 
motivated to win? 
"Everyone on the team has multiple reasons for 
wanting to play the game, but we all have one reason 
that we share, it's because we love it! Winning allows 
us to know that all our hard work paid off and makes 
it really worth while! I personally play and want to 
win for the people I love 
and who come out to see 
me play, rain or shine. It's 
a good feeling to be able 
to not play for myself, but 
also for my family and 
teammates." 
-DJ Covarrubias, '11 
"What motivates me is a 
drive for excellence, winning 
or not. I take pride in 
whatever I do and that inner 
fire pushes me." 
-Shea Harwell, '11 
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pumped up. the Poets join in a team huddle. 
Top left: Jamie, '14 points to his fellow Poets to help him out. 
Bottom left: Alexander, '11 looks for a fellow team mate to pass the ball to to score 
a goal. 
What is your 
favorite sport to 
play and watch 
other than swim/ 
dive? 
"My absolute favorite 
sport outside of diving is 
gymnastics. I have been 
a gymnast my whole life 
before I started college, 
so I still love watching 
it on the Olympics and 
wish Whittier had a 
gymnastics team." 
-Christine Zmuda, '12 
"My favorite sport to 
play and watch is wat 
polo, because I love h 
it is very aggressive a 
fast paced." 
-Sara Wolff, '11 
V 
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Photograph By: Ryne Spejeher 
Diving is pretty tough to do because you have to know what time to dive and have your body perfectly stiff before you hit the water. 
1. Practice makes perfect. 
Sometimes it takes a while 
to master a dive before a 
swim meet. 
2. A straight dive requires 
the body to be stiff when 
jumping in. 
3. Before diving, a diver 
has to figure out how many 
times they have to jump 
on the diving board before 
they picked up enough 
speed. 
098 Women's Swimming & Diving 
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1. Zooming through the water is important in order to win a 
swim meet; it's hard to do but able to be accomplished. 
2. There are many different strokes when it comes to 
swimming, some make it easier to glide through the water. 
3. There are a million and ten things running through a diver's 
mind. Clearing it will ease the worries. 
 
Women's Swim/Dive 
By: Amanda Phelps and Mauricio Escobar 
Women's swimming veterans, Courtney Jackson 
and Sara Wolf, continue their excellent performances 
and bring a great outlook to the program. First year 
members, Haley Von Schottenstein and Sabrina 
Carlile, are just two of the new women who have 
brought winning records to the overall team. 
Women's Diver Nicole Beauchamp continues to 
showcase her talents with multiple first place 
finishes this season. With the new members, 
their winning streak will hopefully bring more 
winning tournaments for the Poets. Teamwork 
is what is going to get encourage the team to 
become better than what they already are. 
1Tfl1 
It's a thrill when jumping off the diving board. The pressure of falling into the 
water and the thoughts in your mind is what makes diving so intense. 
Speed is key when swimming across the pool. 
Not just beating your opponent but beating your 
personal goal is what many strive for. 
The goggles used help swimmers when 
swimming because when your eyes are closed 
you tend to swim slower. 
Men's Swim & Dive 
Photograph By: Ryne Spejcher 
100 Men's Swimming & Diving 
Photograph By: Susan Zmuda 
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What is your 
favorite food? 
"Shabu shabu, because 
it is different and tastes 
AMAZING and is healthy." 
-Tyler Aisner, Class of 2012 
"Baracoa pork salad with 
extra meat from Cafe Rio. 
Every time I go, it's like I 
was back home in Utah, plus 
it was awarded best salad in 
Utah and the nation." 
-Juan Aguilar, Class of 2012 
"A bacon, egg, cheese and 
chili breakfast sandwich on 
a toasted bagel. Combining 
all these delicious flavors is 
a must have and everyone 
should try it at Mimos 
Cafe." 
-Chris Evans, Class of 2013 
By: Amanda Phelps and Mauricio Escobar 
This year's Poet swimmers and divers 
gave it their all against their Southern California 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC) 
opponents, but fell short in the end. However 
there were some strong individual performances 
that helped the team's overall showing. Men's 
swim returners Juan Aguilar, Cameron Rehm and 
Thomas Clauss had strong personal showings. 
New corners to the team bring an added value 
which the team hopes will develop and be strong 
in the coming events. Men's returning diver Junior 
Tyler Aisner has had yet another great year and 
adding to the dive team Freshman Davis Gerber. 
With the great swimmers and divers that we have 
will be a great stepping stone to future winnings 
for the Poets. 
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Photos By: Ryne Spejcher Photography 
ikes a lot of strength to spin in the air while diving. It takes a 
to master and to strengthen the body enough to maneuver the 
)efore hitting the water. 
ou ask any swimmer they would say that it takes a lot of patience 
i swimmer because it takes time to improve in the skills it takes 
s good swimmer. 
ikes a great deal of concentration to stay focus on what a 
ner wants to accomplish during their time in the water. 
immers have a connection with the water because of the great 
it of time spent in it. The connection helps them figure out what 
ave to do once they hit the water. 
1. Tina Merlino (10), senior, shoots 
her free throw, giving the Poets team 
an extra point. 
2. Essence Scott (44), senior, tries to 
find a teammate to pass the ball to as 
she takes it away from her opponent. 
3. Brittany Aranda (22), junior, 
goes for the basket as she faces her 
opponent. 
.= 
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Swoosh and Score 
By: Ginger Maneske 
The women's basketball team had a 
wonderful season. Even though they did not 
make it to the SCIAC Championships, they worked 
their hardest as a team and grew from their 
experiences. They have definitely grown together 
and it has shown through the season. 
Kourtney Zilbert (00), makes her last year 
count as she was announced on the All-SCIAC 
team for the fourth time in her career here at 
Whittier. She ranked in the top five this year for 
scoring, as well as leading the league in rebounds. 
Tina Merlino (10), was a recipient of the Ed 
Baldwin Memorial Award this season. Although she 
was injured and couldn't play in most of the latter 
games with her team, she put in a great effort and 
excelled. 
The team was elminated from post season 
conference play offs as La Verne shut them 
down, but overall, the Lady poets had an amazing 
season. 
This Poet player defends the basket by 
blocking her opponent. 
What do you love 
about basketball? 
"I love basketball because 
of the competition, and 
because it is very fast." 
-Tina Merlino, 
Class of 2011 
"I love the girls, being able 
to a part of a team where you 
are not judged for who you 
are and are able to go out 
and have fun. I also enjoy 
being able to knock people 
down." 
-Essence Scott, 
Class of 2011 
he Poet team comes together during a time out to discuss their next play and what 
eds to be improved. 
1. This Poet player tries to block her opponent to keep her from scoring during the 
game. 
2. Keimi Lew (12), junior, brings the ball back to the home side of the court to give 
her team a chance at another point to stay ahead of the game. 
3. Brittany Aranda (22), junior, tries to trick her opponent by faking to the left as 
she goes in for another point. 
"I would have to say 
the french fries at Wing 
Stop." 
-Damon Perry, 
Class of 2011 
"Jack in the Box curly 
fries are the dankest! So 
bomb!" 
-Ricky Kamayatsu, 
Class of 2011 
What fast 
food place 
has the best 
trench fries? 
Jordan Ramos (11), sophomore, keeps the ball away from his opponent. 
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1. Brandon Thomas (22), 
junior, passes the ball to his 
teammate. 
2. Jordan Ramos (11) moves 
the ball around his opponents 
as Tyree Landrum (44), fresh-
man, blocks him. 
3. Brandon Thomas (22) goes 
for a point as he tries to shoot 
£ around his opponent. 
.= 
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1. Brandon Thomas (22), junior, runs the ball to try and find 
someone to pass it to as Jordan Ramos (11) protects him. 
2. Nathan Easterman (30), junior, goes for a basket after battling 
it out with his opponent. 
3. Greg Preer (35), junior, shows off his skills as he keeps the 
ball away from being taken. 
Pass It 
By: Ginger Maneske 
The Poets basketball team had an 
amazing season, with some players who ex-
celled and really pushed their hardest all the 
way through. 
Damon Perry (32), senior, was named 
on the All-SCIAC team for the second 
time in his career. He managed to 
play in all 25 games of the season 
and ranked in the top 20 for scoring. 
The team was knocked off 
playoffs this season as they lost to 
Cal Lutheran by two points, with the 
score of 52-50. It was heartbreak as  
OHd came up close. They pushed their 	 f'  1% 
	
MW=MLI 
energy to the limit and did an excellent 
job showing how much they wanted to 
win. 
Photo 
- 
Like any goalie, their goal is to make sure the other team does not score in their net. One 
most important jobs on the team and without a goalie paying attention to the whole game 
cost a loss to the team. 
Melissa Reynoso's goal is to not let the opposi 
team get the ball before she throws it to her 
teammate. Does not seem hard, but try doing ii 
while in the water. 
Cl) 
C., 
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106 Women's Water Polo 
y: Nicole Gervais 
T 
'hoto iiph By Nicole Get vats- 
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What super power 
would you want? 
CD 
TELEPORTATION! So 
I can visit my friends all 
over California and go to 
Hawaii more easily. 
-Mattie Winkler, '14 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
Women's water polo takes a lot of hard 
work and dedication to be as good as they are. 
One of the only problems the team to face 
this season was not having a pool on campus 
to practice in, but they managed to practice 
in their surrounding places. With nineteen girls 
from all over California and two from out of 
state all come with different backgrounds, 
but they all have the same common bond 
of loving the sport. Water Polo has different 
positions like, the utility, attacker, center 
and goalie; each position is very important 
because without one position being strong 
can cause the team an epic lose. This season 
the Poets did fairly well, battling out with their 
opponents, it takes a lot of strength to swim in 
the water and it takes a lot of focus, but in the 
end the ladies showed the other team who's 
boss. Many freshmen are on the team and have 
many years ahead of them to improve in their 
skills so they can be undefeated in the years to 
come. No matter how the game turns out, the 
women's water polo team will strive to do best 
for their next match. 
The ability to breath under 
water. I would be able 
to become even better at 
swimming. 
-Veronica Becerra, '11 
iia Castillo focuses on throwing a power shot into the net to gain 
t for the Poets, which will hopefully lead to a victory for the 
ngth is needed all throughout the body because you need leg 
th in order to keep yourself up in the water and upper strength is 
ci to throw the ball across the pool. 
paying attention can make Sara Wolff's teammate miss her 
water splashing everywhere can be a distraction, but the Poets 
iake it through a little water. 
lity just like Melanie Peel shows is needed when playing water 
Without it time can run short or the other team can intersect the 
orn making a goal. 
Hlt&R n 
This past season the softball team has done pretty 
well in their games. With seventeen players, three assistant 
coaches, and one head coach, there is no doubt that these 
girls will succeed and accomplish their goals in years to 
come. Each player is beneficial to the team in their own 
ways; some are fast, some are leaders and there are some 
who can pitch really well. 
Watching the softball games you can see the 
intensity these girls have while playing the game. They put 
in so much effort sweat drips down their face, and it's not 
only the sun beaming on them. The amount of team work 
that is shown between the girls is great, they all have each 
other's backs when they need it. 
Just like any other sport, many of the softball 
players have a strong connection with the sport since they 
were young enough to remember. Some of the girls in the 
team have been playing since they were toddlers and when 
their parents would ask what they wanted for Christmas or 
their birthday they would reply with softball equipment. 
These scenarios obviously show that they have a passion 
for the sport; it's something that they are not willing to 
give up on with one loss of a game. Losing a game to them 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
is like a challenge they have to face. With this challenge 
they practice and practice until the next game they can 
accomplish their goal of winning the opponent. 
Win or lose Poets never give up. They continue on 
being optimistic with the mind set of 'next time we will be 
ready.' Practice makes perfect and with enough dedication 
that our softball team has they will go far not only in the 
sport but as a person. They will gain so many skills with 
softball, not all softball related skills, but leadership and 
teamwork is something that is lacked in a lot of America's 
work place. 
Any sport joined is beneficial for anyone, they grow 
close to their players and form a sort of a community that is 
based on friendship and they also get to do something they 
all love to do, play their sport. Softball is something that is 
meaningful to the players, it's something that they use most 
of their time for to do while they are in season. It seems as 
if their schedule is school, studying, and softball. Of course 
there is still time for them to have free time outside of their 
school work and their softball commitment. 
 
Photograph By 	 iuricio Escobar 
 
1. Playing outfield means you have to be 
quick when you're trying to catch the ball. 
Keeping your eye on the ball is important. 
2. After hitting the ball across the field 
the batter has the adrenaline rush to zoom 
through the bases to be safe. 
3. Agility and aiming is important when 
throwing the ball. When you catch it you 
have to get it fast and throw it to your 
teammate. 
U) 
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"Josh Duhamel because 
I love his gorgeous green 
eyes and his sexy tanned 
body." 
-Jessica Rosnack, '13 
Athletics 109 
ig to each base, one of the only things in a runner's head is to not trip while 
there and to not get called out from the other team. 
L. Running to a base requires some serious sliding in order to get to the base 
raster than the opposite team trying to get you out. 
. Once the batter hits the ball, the softball player on a base runs the second the 
)all leaves the bat in order to be safe. 
. Eye on the ball is something that softball players keep in mind when they're 
)atting. 
PhototE,:Joseph Aldatna 
Who's your celebrity 
Crush? 
"Mark Wahlberg, because 
he's a great actor and his 
looks obviously." 
- Janea Townsend, '12 
"Brian Wilson is my 
favorite major league 
player because his beard 
is magic (that's in all 
seriousness)." 
-Mitch P ettersen, Class of 2014 
Photograph By: Amber Orozco 
"Josh Hamilton! 
The things he does 
on the baseball field 
are amazing and his 
comeback to baseball 
is an example of how 
someone can overcome 
drug abuse and pursue 
what they love. He 
gave Americans in his 
situation hope." 
- Austin Staus, Class of 
Photograph By: Mauricio Escobar 
Who's your 
favorite 
Major League 
Baseball 
player? 
7_1  
'Thgraph By: MauricioE 
The most important thing a batter has to do is to keep their eye on the ball. If he stares away there is a huge chance he just gained a strike. Remember, three strikes and you are out, 
so keep focus and force your eyes on the three inch ball heading your way. 
1. The catcher's job is to catch 
the pitcher's mighty throws. 
When a batter misses the ball, 
the catcher has to focus on the 
ball. 
2. Home runs only happens 
once-in-a-while but striving 
to hit the ball further is what 
any baseball player does. 
3. Whittier's pitches work 
hard in improving their 
CD pitches so they can strike out 
the opposing batter. 
110 Baseball 
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1. Our Baseball Poets practice hard and play hard at each 
game, even if the outcome is not good. 
2. Guarding the base from the opposition requires attention. 
3. The team watches the game from the dugout as they support 
their batter. 
Hit,  Run,  Score! 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
Baseball: one of America's 
most loved sports of all time. Here 
at Whittier we have forty-four 
dedicated players on the team 
who work hard on the field and 
in their studies. In order to 
have a smooth baseball game 
each player has to know 
their position and have their 
mind focused on the game as 
well as each individual player. 
Even though the players have 
to stay focus they also have 
to let loose once in a while in 
order to remind themselves 
why they are really playing. 
Some words of wisdom from 
the 1993 legendary film, The 
Sandlot, Benny Rodriguez says, 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
"Man, this is baseball. You gotta stop 
thinking. Just have fun." If you ask 
any player why they play the sport 
they would all have similar answers, 
they simply love the sport and have 
fun playing it. 
Win or lose, Whittier College 
is still proud of their fellow poets in 
how hard they perform during their 
games. One of the important things 
of being an athlete is to just have 
fun. Of course, winning does make 
having fun a blast. 
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Surrounded by the opposing team, the poet player makes her move 
dashes for the arc to score a goal. 
I 
Photograp •  y: iornas auss I 
Helping their teammates out, the Poet 
players get open and block the opposing 
team so their teammate can make it to the 
goal. 
Cradling the ball, this Poet runs down the f 
hoping to find an open teammate or a charn 
score a goal. 
Photograph By: Joseph 4 Idama 
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What do you do to stay 0  
in shape for the fast CD  
pace of the game? 
CA 
"As a team, we lift weights twice a 	 Cn 
week to keep in shape which really 	 CD 
helps us be prepared for the season 
During January and February this year, 
we conditioned extra hard by running 
countless miles and sprints. It has really 
paid off and we are in awesome shape!" 
-Conny Joel, Class of 2011 
"Since I live off campus this year, I try to 
bike to campus when possible. I also try 
to eat a healthy diet, but sometimes that 
fails. The hardest part for me isn't the 
physical aspects of the game but keeping 
a good mentality through all our practices 
and games." 
-Amy Cirbo, Class of 2011 
"Over the summer, coach gave us daily 
workouts. I did almost every single one 
because I was so nervous that I would die 
in conditioning. I try to eat healthy so I 
have as much energy as I can, but with 
the CI food that's hard. Before games my 
favorite meal is Mac n' Cheese." 
-Dana Barraco, Class of 2014 
By: Kayla Leventis 
This years girls lacrosse team was unstoppable. 
Getting off to a rough start they picked up their game 
and let their skills shine through on and off the field. 
These dedicated ladies showed a love for their game 
practicing hard and playing even harder. Practicing 
off season these girls were prepared for their season. 
The team had an influx of new players this year like 
freshman, Shania Denny, who showed to be a great 
addition to the team scoring 7 points in the first game 
alone. Even the returning players showed improvement 
like the goalie and senior, Conny Joel. The girls 
lacrosse games were always the place to be said those 
who watched. Don't let the feminine skirts fool you, 
these girls show power and strength dominating the 
field. The girls lacrosse games were intense and a must 
see event on campus. 
:efully jumping in the air, she makes sure to get the ball, in her 
id without hesitating makes her next move. 
et player sets up her move and shoots on the opposing goalie and 
Poets take the lead. 
ing open, she patiently wait for the ball to be thrown her way so 
make her way to the goal. 
all about passing in this game and these Poets show to be great at 
it to their teammates. 
Photograph By: Thomas Clau s 
1. This Poet player tries to get the ball 
away from his opponent. 
2. Taylor Dean (14), freshman, faces 
off his opponent one on one as he tries 
to get to the goal. 
3. Eric Omri (24), freshman, jumps up 
to try and catch the ball. 
Photograph By: Thomas Clauss 
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Speed I  EverythinE 
By: Ginger Maneske 
Mark Wood (10), freshman, dodges his 
opponent as he runs for the ball. 
The men's lacrosse team has done 
a great job in working as a team to push 
through a tough season against some rough 
teams. With the power and energy that 
everyone on the team projects, they have 
made it through yet another rewarding 
season. 
Lacrosse is a tough athletic sport 
that requires hand-eye coordination, 
endurance, and speed all combined in one 
game. There are some exceptional athletes 
on the team that add much to the team. 
Everyone this season has worked 
their hardest in improving their efforts to 
starting off and ending the season well. 
They had their ups and downs, but they 
have grown as a team and it has shown 
through their amazing coach, Brian Kelly. 
4 Men's Lacrosse 
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Photograph By: Thona Clauss 
What makes lacrosse 
a tough sport? 
"Lacrosse is a combination of 
speed, skill, and physicality." 
-John Hawkridge, Class of 2012 
"Lacrosse brings a variety of 
different skills into one game. 
It has the defense and offense 
of basketball, the speed and 
physicality of ice hockey, the 
patience of baseball, and the 
strategy of soccer." 
-Riley Myrick, Class of 2011 
ussell (5), junior, tries to make a goal as his opponents attempt to block him. 
1. Sam Russell (5), junior, tries to find another teammate to pass the ball. 
2. This lacross player dodges an attack from his opponent. 
3. Taylor Dean (14), freshman, makes a quick move to get around the opposing 
player in order to get a shot on goal. 
Chloe Dredge, freshman, gets her teams high fives before starting her match against her opponent. 
"Pretty much anything 
by Rihanna because all 
her songs pump me up 
and have a good beat." 
-Maryrose Vigorita, Class o 3' 
What is your 
favorite 
song? Why? 
"Probably Brown Eyed 
Girl by Van Morrison 
because everytime I 
hear it, it reminds me 
of my dad and how he 
used to play it for me 
when I was little and 
tell me it was written 
for me." 
-Kady Oliker, Class of 2012 
1. This Poet player is ready to 
start the match off as she throws 
the ball up in the air. 
2. Adrienne Hamada, freshman, 
practices her swings before her 
match begins. 
3. Maryrose Vigorita, junior, 
concentrates all her energy into 
hitting the ball. 
Cl) 
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1. Liliana Serylo, freshman, and Adrienne Hamada, freshman, 
talk to their coach before their next round. 
2. Good team spirit goes on here as Maryrose Vigorita, junior, 
and Elizabeth Reitzell, sophomore, congratulate each other. 
3. Maryrose Vigorita, junior, focuses her attention on the 
incoming tennis ball. 
Concentration 
By: Ginger Maneske 
These lady Poets have done a 
great job this season in becoming a 
team, especially with new freshmen 
joining such as Chloe Dredge, 
Brianna Campanero, Adrienne 
Hamada, and Liliana Serylo. The 
tennis team has definitely worked 
their hardest this season in scoring 
more points for the Poets. There 
was one senior on the team this 
year, Madison Stern, who has led 
these lady poets through the season 
and has shared her experience here 
at Whittier in tennis with her team 
members. There were a couple 
tennis matches that were cancelled 
due to the weather, but that did 
not stop the team from coming back 
and showing off their skills to their 
opponent. 
Photograph By: Joseph 
Juan Perez swings his racket has steady as 
possible so his opponent can miss it. Tenni 
be a tricky sport because of the wind. 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
Pato Carregha is not going to let anything get 
by him, as he prepares to swing for the bell. 
/ 	 Photograph By: Joseph Aldan 
Tennis requires a lot of different skills like agility and focus. Teddy Wyatt was able to ma 
these into a perfect serve. 
I 
Men's Tennis 
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What is your favorite 
CD 
movie and why? 
rA,  
"I have a tie for two, Wedding Crashers 
and The Hangover. Wedding Crashers 
because I love Vince Vaughn and it is the 
most line quotable comedy of all time. The 
Hangover because it's a different kind of 
comedy that unveils each funny event so it 
actually gets funnier every time you watch 
it, which is rare." 
-Taylor Dimler, Class of 2012 
"I am a big fad of movies in general... 
if I had to choose one off the top of my 
head, I'll probably say The Godfather 
because it has a great cast of actors and the 
story line is really interesting. But I also 
enjoy comedy a lot, so The Hangover and 
Wedding Crashers would be up there too." 
-Pato Carregha, Class of 2012 
"My favorite movie would have to be 
Inception, it really makes you think about 
the mind and its limitless capabilities." 
-Teddy Wyatt, Class of 2011 
By: Kayla Leventis 
The Whittier College boys tennis team this 
year was on top of their game. From the moment 
they stepped onto the court these Poets were 
ready to win. Starting practices early in the year, 
their hard work and determination paid off for the 
individuals themselves as well as the team as a 
whole. Matches for these determined Poets were 
intense. Despite some weather complications, 
the boys on the team showed up to every match 
prepared to win. Preparing for their spring season, 
the boys played some intense preseason matches 
in the grueling hot sun. This did not stop them 
from doing their best. Winning the first opener 
of the season against Biola University, they 
continued to play their best the rest of the season. 
Their positive attitude and skills made tennis 
matches the must see events on campus. 
)tograph By: Joseph Aldama 
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ometimes playing tennis, it is all in the facial expressions. We can 
ly see he is having a good time and ready to get that ball by the look 
his face. 
;howing he'll go the distance to get that last hit, Chris Schommer 
aeuvers his body to get the ball. 
-us agility and strength is what makes Taylor a strong player and a 
at asset to the team. 
;ometimes low serves are the hardest, but this Whittier Poet is sure to 
ke sure he gets to the ball. 
Leg muscles are 
definitely needed 
in order to get over 
the bar for the high 
jump. Perfecting 
the form takes a 
great amount of 
skill. 
Photograph By: Zack Garrett 
1. Poets are in the lead! It takes hard 
work and dedication in order to stand 
out from the pack. 
2. Focusing on her obstacle she is 
determined to make it over the high 
jump. 
3. Kash participates in the relay 
portion of Track and Field. This 
portion relies on teamwork in order to 
pass the baton. 
CD 
Photograph By: Zack Gated 
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By: Kayla Leventis 
Racing to start their year on top of their conference, the 
Whittier College women's track and field team did their part to 
finish the race strong. Their great season showed that all their h 
work and sweat paid off. Although they set their goals high this 
year, it was not all about winning the race for these girls, many 
who watched them could tell that simply, these girls love to run 
Their passion for running paid off getting them to the best they 
could be. With a slew of new runners, as well as the returning 
star athletes, this years team was fresh and exciting, and the ne 
members contributed a lot to this years success. Not just on the 
track but on the field these Poets showed us how it was done in 
the sprints, the hurdles, and in pole vaulting. Reaching their go 
the women's track and field team had a great year. 
Athletics 121 
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What music gets you 
ready to compete? 
Music just serves as a 
distraction. I am always on 
the zone, ready to go. 
-Stephanie Bergstrom, '12 
To be completely honest, 
nothing. That's what gets 
me focused, just me and 
my own head. Running is 
mostly mental; if you're 
not mental there, then 
you're not there at all. I 
know people who do, but I : 
personally can't. 
-Adrianna Davidek, '12 
Slow and steady the Women's track team is not! They start strong and finish 
strong. 
1. Pole jumping takes a lot of concentration and form. 
2. Running is intense; you have to have be able to clear your mind to stay calm 
and win the race. 
3. Mentally preparing yourself is an important skill to get ahead in running 
track. 
"What wouldn't I do for 
a Klondike bar?" 
-Bradley Seitz, Class of 20 
"Absolutely anything! 
Because it's delicious!" 
-Luis Molina, Class of 2011 
What would 
you do for a 
Klondike bar? 
w 
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This Poet sprinter runs his hardest to try and get his team more points. 
1. Brad Seitz, senior, runs to 
warm up before the beginning of 
his race. 
2. Alex Jungsten, freshman, 
sprints to compete in his 
decathlon competition. 
3. Jonathan Grubb, sophomore, 
jumps up to warm up his legs 
before the race gets started. 
Cl) 
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1. Jonathan Grubb, sophomore, is in an extraordinary place, 
pushing his hardest to win the race. 
2. Asante Sef-Boakye, freshman, throws his javelin for the 
competition. 
3. Robert Oliver, freshman, works his way to the front of the 
line. 
Photograph By: Zack Garrett 
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opeed, Strength, Endurance 
By: Ginger Maneske 
The Poets track and field team 
started off the season great. 
There are a great variety of 
athletes on the 
team this year and 
it shows through 
everyone's hard 
work during practices 
and meets. 
Their first meet of the 
season started off with 
Pomona-Pitzer All-Comers 
Meet, battling out their skill 
against all different kinds 
of division school athletes. 
Some notable athletes to 
note were Stephen Fernandez, 
sophomore, who finished sixth 
in the discus and our 100 meter 
dash team, who consisted of 
Malik Henderson, Oreese Hoyes, 
Zach Garrett, and Kimble Tillman. 
Jonathan Grubb also showed 
off his talent in his major three 
events, the hurdles, high jump, 
and the pole vault. 
At the 1 5th Annual Rossi 
Relays, more talent was shown 
through more of the athletes as 
Zach Garrett and Oreese Hoyes 
excelled and brought the team to 
a great start in the 1 600 sprint 
medley. 
The men's team has done 
a great job in showing off their 
skills. They've had an exceptional 
season. 
Aim for the Fla 
Photograph By: Vince Rodrigu 
Concentration is key when playing golf. You have to keep your eye on the golf ball and just 
pretend nothing else is around you but your club, ball and the hole you are aiming. 
At 
Photograph By: Vince Rodriguez 
In order to make the ball fly smoothly to the 
hole, footwork and posture is important when 
preparing to swing. 
Photograph By Vince Rodriguez 
Golf practices from Monday to Thursday; 
within those practices hitting the golf ball is 
practiced to get better strokes to make the hole. 
Photograph By: Vince Rodriguez 
124 Golf 
Photograph By: Vince Rodriguez 
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What keeps yo"  
focus during a match? 
"Everyone is different. Not just trying to 
get overwhelmed. Just trying to stay calm 
and not get bummed out if you have a bad 
£I11'A 
 hole." -Vince Rodriguez, Class of 2014 
"If you don't keep your concentration, 
then your round will go out of place 
and you're not really into it the whole 
time."— 
-Andrew Moreno-Hunt, Class of 2012 
"I stay focused by not trying to get ahead 
of myself. Take it shot by shot is key. Golf 
is usually defined as a solo sport, but when 
you play at college level, the rest of your 
team depends on you. I use their support 
as key motivator to staying focused and 
playing my best." 
-Paul Gray, Class of 2011 
B Mauriclo Escobar 
Non-golfers do not really understand ow 
the process of golf really works; like how do they 
pick who plays during the tournaments or what 
do you call their games. Are they matches or 
tournaments? Well, golf does not have games they 
are called matches and tournaments, either name 
is best. There are about thirteen students on the 
team, but only six are able to compete during the 
tournaments. During their practices they have what 
they like to call "mini tournaments" and the top six 
golfers of practice are chosen to compete during 
matches. 
Many of the players have been playing 
golf for many years; some since they were kids 
and others started during their high school years. 
Whenever they started they all share something in 
common, they love to play golf and it is their thing 
that no one can take away. This season is going 
really well and there are some players who have 
shined throughout the season like, Sophomore 
Greg Garcia and Junior Doug Kennedy. After this 
season, they will can return next year as veterans 
and shine even more. Other teams have to watch 
out because the Poets will be there to score a hole 
in one. 
ie power of each stoke is what really makes the ball fly and put it 
enough to the hole where less putts are required. 
actices run from 3 to 6 PM. During practices you can catch our 
w Poets improving in skills. They focus where the ball will land and 
.eir hitting skills. 
olf is mostly a silent sport, hence the concentration part being key to 
ame. The more silent the player's surroundings are the easier it will 
r them to aim for their target. 
e wind can be the enemy when it comes to playing golf. The ball 
hs about an once and depending on where the wind is blowing the 
an be blown away from the target. 
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As we enter college, it seems like graduation will never come. We all begin our higher education 
ith hopes of solidifying what we want to do for the rest of our lives. This seems like a huge task that 
an't be done at such a young age, but the structure of Whittier helps its students to grow not only in 
cademics, but as a person too. Entering college for the first year is always an exciting and scary at the 
ame time. With twelve plus years of schooling under their belt, these eager freshmen made the choice 
o continue in higher education to enhance their knowledge and begin study for a career field of their 
hoice. Each student begins Whittier College with freshman welcome week, topped off by convocation 
o ignite us with knowledge. The light we receive represents the knowledge we will gain and the endless 
possibilities our future holds. Our journey is taken jz 
either through a Liberal Education Program or 
the Whittier Scholars Program. As the year goes 
on, these new students start to broaden their 
horizons through Whittier College's core values 
for success. As these students continue in their 
education they become college sophomores. By 
the end of their second year, students choose 
their specific discipline they would like to focus on 
for their career. Then there are the juniors who start 
to get detailed in their major course work. The poet 
community works hard to gain full understanding of 
the material to adequately prepare each student for 
their future. Finally comes senior year. Excellence 
in the major is reached and decisions for the future 
are in the works. What feels like would never 
come, is actually here; graduation. We all have 
dreams, and by expanding our knowledge through 
education we are in the process of making those 
dreams a reality. The future doctors, lawyers, 
environmentalists, teachers, etc. are now sitting 
among us. We have all been through a long 
and tough journey to transform ourselves into 
enlightened and respectable adults. Graduation 
encompasses all of the accomplishments that we 
have received throughout our academic lives. All 
of the Whittier College Poets have received a top 
notch education and are now ready to face life 
head on with the next chapter in their lives. For 
some this may be entering the work force and 
others, graduate school. Whatever road they 
may take, we all came from the Poet path and 
have consciously made the decision to work 
hard and make a difference. This is our time, 
the world is waiting. 
Joseph Aldaina, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph From: Kristina Shaw 
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Syfers, Christopher 
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Tran, Richard 
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Congratulations 
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Whittier College Alma Mater 
When the dews of eve are falling, 
Glistening on the campus loved so well, 
Then our hearts to thee are calling 
Dear old Whittier we love so well. 
Our hearts belong to thee forever; 
They thrill with love for thee most dear. 
Our loyalty fades never, 
We'll be ever true to Whittier. 
When the moonlight sheds its splendor 
And the students ever come and go, 
There we roam in rapture tender, 
In the evening's mellow golden glow. 
From the curious 
little girl to the 
accomplished 
college 
graduate, we are 
so very proud of 
you! Love, 
Mom, Mark, 
Michael, & 
Gramps 1< 
Neal Behrendt 
Neal, an artist, 
musician, traveler, 
cholar -- a mensch! 
Congratulations on 
your achievement. 
-Love, Mom, Dad 
and your family 
"Don't wait for your 
hip to come in; row 
out to meet it." 
--Amma 
SUI #13 Class of 2010/2011 
Anthony 	 Congratulations College 
Graduate' 	 May your future be filled with 
much success' 	 We Love You - Dad, Mom, 
Johnathan & Tiffany 
Seniors 141 
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Riley Myrick #9 
Attitude Is 
Everything. Nothing 
Comes Easy, Never 
Give Up. You have 
truly lived by your 
own words. We 
couldn't be more 
proud of youW 
Mom, Dad & Max 
Congratulations Hannah! 
Great job Hannah! We 
are all proud of you for 
all your hard work and 
wish you much luck 
and success in your 
future. We love you! 
Dad, Mom, Ally and 
Sarah 
Congratulations, Sachs 
NP 	 We LOVE you.' 
Michelle Daneri 
Charlie Burke 
Max Gallo..  
ThoIljott 
r 
Joel Eahmore 
Ben Selnfleld 
JenniceOntiveros 
Neal Bhrendt 
The 
Aidama Brothers 
Thomas and Joseph 
Boys you have grown into fine young men. You are both 
full of life, love and passion in all you do. Tommy no 
words can describe how proud we are of you and your 
dedication and hard work to obtain your diploma is very 
much noticed by us. Joey alias "Jesus" you have excelled 
at Whittier College and will leave your mark with the 
Acropolis and within your field of study. You are great role 
models for your niece and nephew's to pattern after. We 
wish you both the best in life and we are certain you will 
prosper. Your whole family is extremely proud of both of 
you especially mom and dad. 
We Love You Both, 
Congratulations! 
Mom, Dad and all your family! 
IM J) Li 
Joseph Aldama '11 - Editor-In-Chief 
Amber Orozco '13 - Managing Editor 
Ginger Maneske 13 - Section Editor 
Mauricio Escobar 14 -Section Editor 
Thomas Clauss 13 - Photo Editor 
Shane Murphy 11 - Marketing Manager 
Kayla Leventis '14 - Staff Writer 
Amanda Phelps '11 - Staff Writer 
Christina Martinez '13 - Staff Writer 
Austin Hunter - Photographer 
Zack Garrett - Photographer 
Ashleigh Begay '14- Photographer 
I would like to first thank the Acropolis Yearbook staff, Nessa Julian, the LEAP office, Media Council, and 
everyone else who may have contributed to the planning and production of this yearbook. Countless hours have been 
sacrificed in order to create this historical document of Whittier College for the 2010-2011 academic year. Although 
there have been many long stressful days and nights of work, especially during deadlines, I am very proud of my staff 
for never giving up and completing this book. Our hearts and souls we put into this yearbook in order to develop a 
quality product for this school to be proud of. We did our best to accurately capture the moments of Whittier College 
and preserve them for the future. For many students, this will be the last yearbook they will receive, and we worked 
hard to make this a fun and interactive memory book of your time spent here at Whittier College. Our goal was to 
produce a respectable yearbook that faculty, students, family and friends will continue to look at throughout the 
years. As a senior this year, I have tried very hard to make this book one to remember. I can't thank my staff enough 
for all the work they did. Without them, this task would have been impossible to complete. Amber, you have also 
been there when things got tough to pick up the slack. You have learned so much over the past two years, and I hope 
you continue sharing your knowledge with the yearbookers of the future. Ginger, I could always count on you to get 
your pages in on time and help out with anything I needed. Mauricio, you have been a huge part in the completion of 
this yearbook. I knew if I couldn't do something, you would be there to make sure it gets done. Thomas, I would have 
never been able to go through all the photos in time without your help. Shane, your work at making fliers for ads and 
photos has helped me so much because I was able to focus on the book. Kayla, although some pages may have been 
changed, you were always able to get them done. Amanda, I know working on staff as a senior is not easy, thank you 
for your work. Christine, you were a new member in Spring semester, but were eager to learn, I'm excited for you to 
progress into next year. Austin, you saved me so much by being able to cover so many events. Zack, great job taking 
photos, whenever I asked for your help, you were there. Ashleigh, you always helped us by being able to take photos 
when we couldn't. Thank you all for the incredible work you contributed. I will never forget this experience and all the 
fun, sometimes, crazy times we had in our office, especially the board of randomness. I hope the success continues 
next year. Good Luck! 
This 99th volume of the Acropolis was created on a MacBook Pro, using Adobe InDesign CS3 and Adobe 
Photoshop CS3. We used a Canon EOS 50D digital camera to capture the moments of the year. The fonts used are 
Helvetica Neue: condensed bold and Geneva CY and Times. It was funded by Media Council and worked on by twelve 
amazing people in Whittier, CA. It was printed by Balfour I Taylor Publishing in Dallas, TX and was serviced by Brynda 
Everman, our representative. All themes, colors, and designs were the creations of the 2010-2011 Acropolis Staff. 
All of the 144 pages were printed in full color on 100 lb. paper. Senior Portraits were provided by artistryfoto in Brea, 
CA. 
"The Acropolis sits upon a hill in the city of Rome. Likewise, Whittier College lies upon a hill, and it is from this that our 
yearbook is named." -Acropolis 1974 
By: Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
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As high school students we dream about the future, but as 
Whittier College students we begin our future now. Questions 
arise throughout every student's head, trying to figure out who 
they are and what they want to do with their life. Whittier College 
is an intimate liberal arts college that empowers students to 
explore endless fields of 
study. As Poets, we are 
encouraged to explore 
multiple career paths 
through our core "C" 
values of community, 
communication, cultural 
perspectives, and 
connections. There is no 
time like the present to 
make a difference in the world, 
and the well-rounded education 
we receive allows every 
individual Poet to broaden their 
horizons and make a larger 
contribution to the society on 
both a local and global level. 
Whether studying to be future 
environmentalists, doctors, 
professors and much more, 
Whittier gives us the freedom 
and opportunity to learn in and 
out of the classroom. Our first-
rate professors offer exciting 
twists on traditional education 
by allowing students to 
translate their newly acquired 
classroom knowledge to real 
life situations through field 
trips and alternative methods. 
Whittier's diversity allows students 
to develop by allowing them to 
design their own majors through 
the Whittier Scholars Program and 
create clubs on campus to fulfill 
their interests. The future starts 
now. Now is the time to make a 
difference. We have grown into 
young adults with the help of our 
parents, and now is the time for us 
to make our own decisions. 
JO,C1)h \ldaiiia. Editor-Iii-Chief 
Photooraph By: Joseph Aldama 
A million and one thoughts run through the mind during 
graduation but when on the stage everything goes away and 
only the thought of success is reached. 
Photograph By: Amber Orozcd 
= 
Introduction 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
AT
s cliché as it may sound, the time has finally arrive 
o many, graduation seemed as if it would never 
ome or if it did the day would not have been so 
soon. One of the proudest moments in a student's life 
would have to be walking across the stage to receive their 
degree in a field of interest. It's proud moment because aft( 
years of countless studying, all-nighters, and experimentin 
has finally paid off. No matter where you wind up, 
remember the good and bad times you had at Whittier 
College. Ultimately, remember your experiences since the, 
have shaped you into the individual you are today. 
Not only have the seniors grown here at Whittier, 
but Whittier has also grown with them. Back in 2007 whei 
many of the seniors first arrived as freshmen, the campus 
was under construction as it was finishing off the Campus 
Center. As each graduating individual grows so does the 
campus; the class of 2011 entered Whittier with a new 
campus courtyard and will be leaving with the campus 
renovating itself with a newer pool and other new editions 
Whittier will be loosing very talented, unique, 
sophisticated students. With the guidance of each profess 
and administrator on campus, the graduating Poets will 
become very successful in life. The Class of 2011 is very 
diverse in the sense 
of field majors. We 
have Poets who will 
be future politicians, 
activists, writers, and 
educators. Whichever 
path you chose to 
take just remember to 
always be a proud Poet. 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2011! 
It's a great honor to receive a college degree. 
Hard work has finally paid off and now it is 
time to become an official adult. 
004 Opening 
h By: Amber Orozco ph By Amr 	 PLoapA her 
Frankie tries not over exploit his enthusiasm 
so he simply smiles. 
ornas Kimber has reached graduation day 
th great honor. 
Cap decoration is something that was very 
common for this year. 
As each student passes 
through the stage, President 
Herzberger was filled with 
being proud. A few years 
has gone by this class has 
started and Herzberger has 
seen them grow into great 
individuals. 
Graduating 
with friends is 
one thing but 
graduating with 
a brotherhood 
is another. 
Orthogonian 
Society had 
several graduates 
for the class of 
2011. A friendship 
can whither away, 
but a brotherhood 
is family that will 
last forever and 
won't change 
when graduation 
is over. 
School Son 
 
ph y: Amber Orozco 
The last interaction with President 
Herzberger is a handshake of congratulations 
and a proud smile. 
Hail to the, dear Whittier, 
Home of friends forever; 
Thou art virtuous, Whittier, 
In thy high endeavor. 
Now we charge thee, Whittier, 
Home where peace and truth are nourished, 
Grant to youth thy spirit 'till 
Hopes and dreams have fully flourished. 
Forward ever, Whittier; 
Falter never, Whittier! 
Friends forever, Whittier, 
Alma mater, Whittier! 
Words byMaigaretha Lohmann, professor ofiniesic 
Music based on Vaudeamuslgituxi "C WKindeleben, c. 1781 
Ffrstpublichedc. 1930 as '7/xe Whittier College Hymn" 
Later repLcedc. 1990 as "Friends Fore zier" 
Sharing the love to her family, friends 
and Sisters is something Thalian Colleen 
Mundy loves to do. Especially on the day of 
graduation. 
= 
CA There are a tons of words to say when 
5 receiving your degree from the President. 
2 Which is the right one to say? Thank You? 
C., 
006 Opening 
Every year there are hundreds of 
college graduates, but each one has 
a unique experience and thoughts. 
Something different happens to 
everyone during the same event and 
it's almost impossible to track down. 
A neat accessory for many of students 
are lays. Family and friends buy lays 
made out of real or plastic flowers to 
give to their loved ones on graduation. 
Some are even made out of candy and 
money. 
School Song 007 
The William Penn Society show off how closeness with each other. The Penns are supportive with one another since 
many of them attended graduation to cheer on and congratulate the graduating class. 
1. Danelia Lopez and Nicole 
Gonzalez congratulate their Sachsen 
brother Neal Behrendt with hugs of 
excitement. 
2. Special guests are always 
welcomed to speak to our seniors 
during graduation. Many of them 
bring great words of wisdom. 

The graduating class of 2011 has the privilege to participate 
in various events on campus that is held in their honor. 
The last few weeks before graduation is a time that is not 
only filled with glee but also with memories. Each student 
spends the time remembering 
everything that has gone 
on during their time at 
'' 	
over the past years since 
many of the students 
have lived with each other. 
Events throughout the last 
couple of weeks are held so 
each senior can spend with their 
• Poet family before they enter the 
' 	 real world. 
01 , 	 Each year there is a senior 
; 	 •t 	 softball game between seniors 
and the faculty of the campus. 
The softball game gives a last 
interaction between the staff 
and seniors before their caps 
are thrown in the air. A senior 
dinner is also held at the 
President Herzberger's home 
to congratulate the seniors in 
their hard work over the past 
years. This is the second time 
students are invited to the 
President's home, once during 
their arrival to Whittier and last 
for their farewell to Whittier. 
Beside the softball game and 
the senior dinner the seniors 
are also welcomed to attend 
their baccalaureate and the 
alumni induction ceremony. 
Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
Photograph By: Joseph Aldama 
Champagne Alumni Inductolo 
Smiling for the camera. Seniors are about to be initiated into 
an alumni of the college. 
The Champagne Brunch is a very special and memorable event to attend as a graduating senior. It 
is at this event, seniors begin to mingle with many alumn 
and discuss life a undergraduate studies at Whittier 
College. Many speakers such as members of he poet staff 
our fearless President, Sharon Herzberger, and of course 
alumni come up to the podium to enlighten the seniors c 
the endless possibilities our futures hold with a Whittier 
College degree. We learn about the many prestigious 
careers many Poets have chosen and succeeded in. This 
brunch also marks the formal induction into the Whittie 
College Alumni Association; the seniors received their 
very own alumni pin. To top off the honorable event, a 
champagne toast is presented to all of Whittier College's 
newest members as alumni. This event will forever be 
remembered by all the seniors in attendance. 
Bianca Minns awaits for her champagne. Senior events are very elegant than others so a glass of champagne is 
served with the soon-to-be alumni's dinner. 
010 Events 
 Induction 011 
 
Mary Truglia, Elie Foran, 
and their friends enjoy a 
nice elegant dinner with 
their fellow Poets. Spending 
as much time as possible 
is very important since 
graduation is around the 
corner. 
Ian, Ben Seinfeld, 
Terees Dowd, and 
Michael Dougan 
enjoy their last 
moments as college 
students before 
they are turned into 
alumni of the Whittier 
College campus. 
Time flies while in 
college it seems just 
like yesterday when 
students arrived for 
the first time. 
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Softball 
By: Ginger Maneske 
The seniors leave their mark as they played the staff in a softball game on May 11, 2011 at the Palmer Softball Field. It was an intense game as everyone 
was competing to win the game. It was a close call as the 
game was coming to an end. The game was played with 
intensity but everyone was there having a good time. The 
seniors showed off their skill, as did the faculty members, 
but the seniors won by one point in the end and showed 
everyone that the class of 2011 meant business. Senior 
vs. Staff softball is an annual event that tests the skill of 
not only each graduating class, but the faculty and staff as 
well. This was nothing but a bonding experience not only 
between students of the graduating class but to have some 
fun last moments with some of their favorite faculty and 
staff members. This game has become a traditional annual 
event that has made the senior's last moments of the year 
become all the more fun. 
The senior class and the faculty 
members congratulate each other on a 
great game played. Both teams played 
well but it was the seniors who took 
the title of winners for this match. 
It is a must to have fun while playing 
any sport. Same goes for the senior 
vs staff game. Having fun is the most 
important thing since it will be the 
last for many to have fun with these 
Poetic people. 
Staff and seniors battle it out in a good 'ole 
game of softball. A game that is traditionally 
played every year. 
Staff doesn't give the graduates a 
break, they play hard and are very good 
competitors. 
- Essence Scott attempts to score one fore her 
fellow graduates. A small gift to her friends 
was hitting hard. 
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1. Wishing each luck helps motivate 
each other to do their best at the 
9  game. 
2. The dug out is filled with soon-
to-be Whittier College graduates. A 
proud moment for everyone. 
vlaking it to the base is something that helped the seniors take this years game. Running swiftly, hitting hard, and throwing 
àst are what helped them succeed in one if their last activities as Whittier College students. 
1. Joshua Goldman spends one of 
their last senior events at Whittier 
College before throwing the tassel 
with some close friends he has made. 
2. Albert Payano, Bryanna 
Bennedetti, Reme Bohlin take the 
opportunity to capture their a last 
photo moment together. 
aph By: Amber Orozco 
One of the many duties President Herzberger has is to greet her fellow Poets and to wish the soon-to-be alumnus, like 
Sachsen Michelle Daneri, a happy and successful future. 
rofessor Charles "Chuck" Hill and Penn 
ussell Tanaka trade past memories and 
iture summer plans with each other 
uring the senior dinner. 
Kristen poses for the camera with a 
close friend during the elegant dinner 
that is held in their, as graduating 
seniors, honor. 
Dinner 
Johnny Poet will always be with the 015 
students of Whittier. Past or present, 
our mascot will forever be embedded 
in our hearts. 
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Senior Dinner 
By: Mauncio Escobar 
Were youstart is the same place 
here you will finish when you're at 
hittier College. The senior dinner 
is held at the Wardman House where President 
Herzberger resides. Every year a freshmen 
welcome dinner is held at the beginning of the 
year and at the end of the school year a senior 
farewell dinner is held to congratulate the seniors 
in their accomplishments. There are only two 
times in a student's life when they are invited to 
the President's home; when they begin college 
and when they graduate. The senior dinner, 
however, is a more elegant than the freshmen 
dinner. The dinner is one of the last events that 
many of students will be able to see each other 
before they graduate since many of them have 
different paths. Seniors start off their time at 
Whittier with a casual event at the President's 
house meeting their new family and the seniors 
say farewell to their Poet family and friends. 
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Long hours of studying have finally 
paid off; it's time for graduation. 
Students have spent 
countless hours working, 
studying, and socializing 
throughout their years 
at Whittier College. 
After completing major 
requirements it's time 
to march across the 
field of the Memorial 
Stadium. Graduation is 
filled with excitement and 
teary audiences as they see 
their loved ones in their cap 
and gown. 
There are two sets of 
graduation ceremonies held, 
the traditional ceremony 
that is held for everyone 
to enjoy and the Latino 
Graduation that celebrates 
the Hispanic culture. Both 
graduations celebrate the 
accomplishments made 
by the graduating class, 
many of which will be off 
to graduate school or 
starting their career. Once 
President Herzberger 
presents the graduating 
class the students are now 
obligated to share their 
knowledge they gained 
while attending Whittier. 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
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1. During the Latino Graduation, 
performers dance for entertainment 
and pose as a gift to the audience and 
graduates. 
2. Our fellow Poet, Monique 
Guerrero, puts on a fantastic show 
for the graduating class' family and 
friends. 
Photograph By: Thom 
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The Latino graduation serves as a special graduation to express the different cultures that our Latino students come from. 
The graduation demonstrates that anyone can graduate from college, no matter what their background is. 
Latino Graduation 021 
esident Herzberger's speech helps 
otivate each student to keep moving 
rward no matter what. Graduation 
it the end of a journey. 
Certificates are given out during 
the Latino graduation for attending. 
Diplomas are received at the official 
graduation date for everyone. 
Inspirational words are always a great 
way to keep the graduating class and 
everyone else in the room to never 
back down from their dreams. 
Latino Graduation 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
Being as diverse as Whittier College is, it makes sense 
to celebrate its diversity by having sub-graduations that 
connects to different cultures. The Latino graduation is held 
to cater to the parents who are Spanish speaking. It is more 
of a personal and intimate because few students participate 
in this ceremony. Any student who wishes to be apart of the 
Latino graduation may attend. It is more intimate because 
certain students are selected to give speeches during the  
ceremony. The student speeches varied from struggles to 
experiences while attending Whittier. The special messages 
of course thanked their parents, friends, faculty, and staff 
for always being there for them and for teaching them what 
they now know. A speech would not be a speech without 
thanking the ones who have always stuck by you from the 
beginning and the ones who have helped you in a time of 
need. 
Graduation 
By: Ginger Maneske 
nother year passes and roughly 300 more 
undergraduates and graduates close another 
hapter in their life and move on into the real 
world, whether their next step is grad school or going 
straight to a job, or even traveling around the world. This 
commencement ceremony had two great guest speakers, 
Bill Moyers, and his wife Judith Davidson Moyers. 
Bill Moyers is an award winning journalist and 
public television commentator. He served as the 13th White 
House Press Secretary and has had a great impact on the 
public with his great words of wisdom that challenge many 
thoughts. He gave a great speech to the graduating class 
as he apologized, on behalf of his generation, for leaving 
the world in such a wreck but they have a chance to fix the 
future for all of us, "Yes, it's a cruel world out there and you 
have a mess to clean up that was not of your making. But it's 
not the end of the world. And the solution is not despair." 
He concluded his speech with a metaphor of bread being 
the "civilization that sustains and supports us," throwing the 
bread into the graduating class telling them to keep "passing 
the bread:' 
Judith Moyers, on the other hand, is a well known 
television producer and educational advocate. She has 
helped produce over 300 hours of television for such 
programs as PBS, and was a member of the Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences. She spoke with the graduating 
class and expressed her love for poetry as it is "a language 
of life: She also spoke of how Whittier College has "such a 
unique connection" since one of the most famous poets was 
John Greenleaf Whittier. She said, "A poor farmer, a Quaker, 
he had no power other than his words to fight against 
slavery. He also joined the movement to give women the 
right to vote and he wrote poems about equal rights for all." 
She reminded the graduates that they are Poets forever and 
more and told them whatever they choose to do next will 
be their next "verse" in life and challenged them by asking, 
"What will your verse be?" 
The graduating class of 2011 has been given a task 
to complete in their future life, and we only wish the best for 
all of them as we know they will succeed in anything they 
decide to do. Congratulations to all of you who have come 
this far. Don't stop now, keep going. 
0 	 Jonathan Paziouros proudly shakes President Herzberger 's hand while she places his diploma in his hand. A proud moment 
for any student to finally accept their degree they have been working on by their President of the school. 
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James Fukaye and 
President Herzberger 
exchange gratitude 
towards each other. 
Graduation is a day that 
should not only be spent 
in excitement but spent 
with looking back at the 
great memories made. 
President Herzberger and 
the faculty wait for the 
graduating class to take 
their last walk at Whittier. 
Cody McDermott and 
President Herzberger 
face each other for the 
last time as student 
and President. Once 
off the stage Cody 
is apart of the Poet 
family forever, ass 
well as President 
Herzberger. 
P19tograph By: Amber Orozco 
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chsen, Charlie Burke, as well as his fellow 
iduates wait anxiously for their diploma. 
h By: Amber Orozco 
Sachsen, Thomas Elliott, has had the honor to Sachsen, Jennice Ontiveros, smiles wide and 
wear his hard work around his neck. 
 
exploits her excitement. 
 
ber Orozco 
2. This Poet is very happy to be up 
on the stage as President Herzberger 
greets her. 
Photograph By: ArRerOrozco 
1. Ben Seinfeld looks on to the crowd 
as he walks to his final destination: 
getting his undergraduate diploma. 
raph By: Amber Orozco 
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Photograph By: Pjnbe4Orozco 
President Herzberger gives her speech to the graduating class. There were a little under 300 graduates this year getting 
their degrees. She acknowledges each and every one of them and congratulates them on their success. 
Photograph By: Amber Oroaco 
tograph By: AniberOrozco Photograph By:.mber Orozco 
lax Gallo haves some fun with 
ie camera as he proceeds towards 
ie seating area, where him and the 
st of his graduating class will sit 
)gether one last time. 
This proud Poet walks away with 
his degree at hand, ending another 
chapter of his life. 
Commencement 025 
Dan Neverisky tries to contain his 
excitement after finishing off the past 
four years well. 
Commencement 
By: Joseph Aldama 
-I 
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Bill Moyers 
Aa 
sJudith was speaking 'was thinking of the poets 
nd musicians of long ago—the troubadours of 
id Europe—who described the eyes as scouts 
of the heart. Sure enough, 59 years ago, as the incoming 
freshman class took the English placement test at a small 
college in North Texas, my eyes fell on the beautiful 
young woman sitting directly in front of me, and I fell 
instantly in love. She seemed to me as serene and refined 
as a fresh gardenia. I wore cowboy boots, yellow pants, 
a purple shirt, and glasses that were nerdy before there 
were nerds. Obviously she needed some persuasion. But 
I knew what I wanted. And I persisted. In the middle of 
our junior year, after I had sworn off the boots and gaudy 
garments, we were married. Strangers when we met, we 
discovered ourselves to be kindred spirits. Then, through 
all the trials that come with love, marriage, family, and 
work, we became soulmates. So you have done us a great 
honor today by affirming our long relationship. Thank 
you for inviting us to share this celebration. 
In gratitude, I'll be brief. Not as brief perhaps, 
as the late comedian Bob Hope, who, when he spoke at 
a commencement like this some years ago, walked to 
the podium, looked out across the audience, and said: 
"Graduates, It's a cruel world out there. Don't go!"—and 
promptly sat down. 
Hold your applause: I'm not going to be that 
brief. First, I want to congratulate the parents and the 
families of the graduates. You never gave up, did you? 
You've waited a long time for this moment. You've earned 
the right to rejoice today. As for you graduates, I'm not 
sure anyone from my generation has anything to say to 
your generation except: "We're sorry. We're really sorry 
for the mess you're inheriting:' 
We're sorry for the enormous debt you will 
have to pay off because of our reckless indulgence -and 
without getting new highways, new bridges, new sources 
of energy, new schools and services. We're sorry for 
the big lies, big money, and malignant narcissism that 
drive our politics, creating a dysfunctional democracy. 
We're sorry for the reckless speculation and greed that 
brought down the economy just as you were settling in 
at Whittier. And for all the corporate scandals—we are 
sorry for them, too. We're sorry for the unnecessary war 
in Iraq, fought on false pretences, costing many, many 
lives and adding trillions of dollars to national debt. 
We're sorry for our addiction to oil and for all those 
toxins in the environment; and for the growing inequality 
in America. Can you believe the gap between top and 
bottom is the greatest since The Great Depression of the 
1930's? That's when Judith and I were born. When we 
finished graduate school in 1960, the gap between the 
top 20% and the bottom 20% in the country was thirty 
fold. It is now more that 75 fold. The United States now 
ranks the highest among the most developed countries in 
each of seven measures of inequality. And when it comes 
to fighting poverty we are dead last among the 20 most 
developed countries. Americans who live paycheck to 
paycheck are finding it harder and harder to get by. Rich 
and poor now inhabit different worlds, and the influential 
magazine The Economist—which looks favorably but 
not uncritically at capitalism—has warned that the 
United States risks calcifying into a European style class-
based society. Just the other day, a 24-year-old named 
Matthew Klein wrote an essay in the New York Times. 
Looking at the high unemployment among recent college 
graduates, he wrote: "The American dream is unavailable 
to my generation, and our frustration is growing. 
Watch out. It may be hard to imagine an Egyptian-style 
revolution in America. But the young people of the Arab 
world aren't alone in their despair and anger:' 
He's on to something. And as we were 
preparing to come here today, I found myself thinking: 
Please God, let me be looking in the face of some young 
man or woman who is going to transcend the normal arc 
of life, who is going to one day breakthrough, inspire 
us, challenge us, and call forth from us the greatness of 
spirit that in our best moments have freed the world's 
imagination. Someone who will say it's okay to love your 
country right or wrong, but it's not right to be silent 
when your country is wrong. Someone who doesn't give 
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Kelissa McDonald wears her Poet pride as she crosses 
the stage to receive her long awaited diploma that she has 
worked very hard for the past four years. 
Reme Bohlin's name is called and she starts walking 
towards the end of her four year journey here at Whittier 
College. 
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on the American experience, who knows that 
e same culture which produced the Ku Klux 
an and Abu Ghraib also brought forth the Peace 
orps, Martin Luther King, Caesar Chavez and 
hittier College? 
Yes, it's a cruel world out there and 
u have a mess to clean up that was not of your 
aking. But it's not the end of the world. And the 
lution is not despair. We have a friend here in 
alifornia named Daniel Yankelovich, one of the 
remost pioneers in studying the deep interests, 
inions, and values of the American people. Some 
ars ago he said that it's very difficult to talk about 
sion for the future because the word 'vision' has 
o many definitions, most of them too grandiose 
r comfort. But he provided a simple definition 
vision that is relevant to your charge. A vision, 
said, is simply a picture of what life would be if 
- were able to reverse certain destructive trends. 
t you've come to a good place to get ready 
r.challenging the destructive trends at work in 
erica. That's your charge and to get started, you 
ade a smart choice in coming to Whittier. 
With a student body the color and texture 
the future, with a faculty who love to teach, and 
th Trustees and an administration committed 
your need for personal growth and the world's 
ed for social justice, this was a very  good choice 
ly in your life. Trust me: When you are my age, 
king back at a long life of hits, runs and errors—
s and losses—you will understand how these 
hittier years forged your strengths and shaped 
ur destiny. A journey you could not predict but 
which you could prepare by learning to think 
yourself and still work with others. 
So, take one more walk around the 
pus before you leave. Take it all in one more 
e. Remember why you came, who you were, 
what you wanted, and why one day those memories 
will come back to ground you ... when those tough 
times—and they will come—seem to encircle you. 
We had dinner last night with the 
President and Trustees, and I snitched something 
from the dinner table as we left—an ordinary bread 
roll. I brought it to illustrate the final thing I wanted 
to say to you. 
Bread is the great reinforcer of the reality 
principle. Bread is life. But if you're like me you 
have a thousand and more times repeated the 
ordinary experience of eating bread without a 
thought for the process that brings it to your table. 
The reality is physical: I need this bread to live. But 
the reality is also social: I need others to provide 
the bread. I depend on bread for hundreds of 
people I dont know and will never meet. If they fail 
me, I go hungry. If! offer'them nothing of value in 
exchange, I break the chain of life. The people who 
grow the wheat, process and store the grain, and 
transport it from farm to city; who bake it, package 
it, and marketit—these people and I are bound 
together in an intricate reciprocal bargain: An 
exchange of value. 
Bread is the great metaphor of the 
civilization that sustains and supports us. All my life 
I've prayed the Lord's Prayer, but I've never once 
prayed, 'Give me this day my daily bread: Bread 
and life are shared realities. They do not happen in 
isolation. Civilization is an unnatural act. We have 
to make it happen, you and I, together, with all the 
other strangers. My generation hasn't done the best 
job of honoring this ethical imperative, and our 
failure explains the mess were handing over to you. 
You maybe our last chance to get it right. 
So Godspeed. Enjoy these last few hours 
together. And don't forget to pass the bread. 
     
Bill Moyers shows everyone 
the piece of bread that he had 
aken from the senior dinner. 
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President Herzberger congratulates 
yet another Poet for her degree. 
Judith Davidson Moyers 
Judith Davidson Moyers talks to the 
graduating class about the future and 
how they should be proud to be a Poet. 
hank you for this honorary degree. 
I shall carry it with great pride. 
I love celebrating this day with all of 
you graduates who have worked so 
hard to earn your degrees, and congratulating you 
families who have struggled along with you, and 
celebrating with the faculty and staff who have 
helped you accomplish your goals. I salute you all! 
I knew I would love this college the 
minute I saw your logo—your mascot—'The 
Poet. It is a special student body who cheers 
on its football team, it's soccer team, all your 
fine athletes with "HIT 'EM HIGH, HIT 'EM 
LOW, COME ON POETS, LET'S GO!" 
The idea of "The POETS" of Whittier 
College really just captured my imagination. 
I have been cheering on poets and even 
making television series out of poetry for years. One series 
was called "The Language of Life:' Another was "The 
Power of the Word." The last one we did was "Fooling with 
Words." So you can understand that I LOVE poetry! 
It is the language of life! It tears me up and makes me 
cry. It makes me laugh and helps me understand the world—
and even my mate. It arouses my patriotism and it soothes 
my soul. There is power in the word—written and spoken. 
Why did I choose to use my brief 7 
minutes to talk about poetry? 
Your college has such a unique connection: Whittier 
College reminds us of one of America's great poets: John 
Greenleaf Whittier. A poor farmer, a Quaker, he had no 
power other than his words to fight against slavery. He 
also joined the movement to give women the right to 
vote and he wrote poems about equal rights for all. 
But John Greenleaf Whittier also became an activist. 
As a local political activist he put himself on the line to 
address the injustice he saw all around him. He used direct 
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is is an exciting moment for this Poet 
	 Ionian, Allyson Castro, proudly 
th his well deserved degree at hand. 
	 wears her Ionian stole. 
4togra 
This Poet now has to face the future, 
as he receives his degree. 
er Oroaco 
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:tion and he used words—poems. 
i time to became famous—inspiring 
1 of America with words! 
Words are powerful. Hate 
)eech can kill. Bullying words can 
Ipple. But words can also inspire, 
ords can heal, they can explain the 
orid to us—and us to the world. 
Did you ever see the great movie 
[he Dead Poets' Society?" It starred Robin 
Tilliams— that crazy, wonderful actor. He 
ayed the part of a teacher, teaching English 
:erature to high school boys. In class 
Ley challenged him: "Why study poetry? 
That does it have to do with real life?" 
He said, "We don't read and write 
)etry because it's cute. We read and write 
)etry because we are members of the 
iman race. And the human race is filled 
ith passion. Our genes want us to speak. 
[edicine, law, business, engineering, 
Lese are noble pursuits and necessary to 
stain life—but poetry, beauty, romance, 
ye, these are what we stay alive for:' 
A student rudely interrupts and  
asks, "What does that have to do with 
us?" The answer, the teacher said, is that 
you are here, that life exists, and you will 
need to explain it—to yourself—and to 
communicate with others ... that the play of 
life goes on and you will contribute a verse. 
So today I say to you that tomorrow—
after this wonderful day of celebration—the 
world is going to look different to you. 
Everything will have changed for you 
and you will need to look at things in a 
new way, to communicate with different 
people in a changing environment. 
Break out. Dare to strike out in a new 
way. You know how to do that—you have 
already done that by coming to Whittier. 
And you have seen it through. Don't stop! 
It's not done. It is just beginning. You will 
be composing a new life—a new poem 
is to be written and you will always be a 
Whittier Poet exploring new worlds. 
Don't forget that: YOU ARE A 
Whittier POET! The powerful play goes 
on and you will contribute a new verse. 
What will your verse be? Thank you. 
1. Leis are one of the many traditions 
that graduating people have, and this 
Poet shows off her many leis that her 
friends and family have gotten her. 
2. An exciting moment for this proud 
Poet as she walks quickly across 
the stage to receive her diploma and 
certificate. 
McCall Schenthal gives her graduating class a wonderful speech about moving forward into the future and about the life 
journeys they have taken to get to this special day. 
Senior Speaker 031 Senior Speaker 	 0 
By: McCall Schenthal 
Good Morning esteemed guests, faculty, staff, and of course 
udents. Good morning class of 2011! I'm more than proud and 
rerjoyed to be standing up here today. As Maya Angelou once 
id, "Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by 
.e moments that take our breath away." And honestly I feel pretty 
inded right now if I may say so myself. 
Today I stand before you about to finish a journey that has 
anned for my fellow graduates and I over 17 years, or maybe a little 
t more or a little bit less for a couple of us. 
This adventure was nothing we started on our own; nor could 
have been if we even tried. In fact it began by holding someone's 
md as we walked into the first day of class. In elementary school we 
irted with the building the blocks of learning: reading, writing, and 
ath. In middle school we learned how to talk to people or at least 
tried to, with some minor success, since everyone still had cooties. 
high school, we tried to get the hang of it all, juggling school with 
itside extra-curricular activities, sports, the arts, and most of all, 
king a dramatic teenager. 
In college though, we became adults. We learned everything 
at could be taught and even the things that you just can't teach. 
re 
 argued, debated, and came to conclusions with our professors. 
e discerned what we liked and disliked, roommates we loved and 
Lted, and learned the meaning of the phrase "pulling an all-nighter", 
me of us went to Goddess Temples, climbed a mountain, and 
en discovered altruistic meaning in Disneyland all in the name of 
idy. During our time, we decided who we would become and what 
ajors we would study. For some of us this took a great amount of 
ought, or if you were someone like me, you knew right from the 
irt. Our passions have now become our studies and we have grown 
seek out more than just the answers. 
We, as a class, have found value in our education. We believe 
at our newfound knowledge has meaning, greater than that which 
simply be put on paper, but thoughts and ideals we'll carry with 
throughout our lives. We each chose our area of study because of 
importance to ourselves and to humanity. Yes, it's cliché, but we 
.11 never finish learning, and we'll use what we have already learned 
enhance our everyday lives. We have come out of college with 
ore understanding, but also a greater desire to learn. 
Finally, we found each other, our peers, engaging one another 
deep discussions of life or maybe celebrity gossip. We made  
lasting memories by joining societies, clubs, sports, and intramurals. 
May I say my personal favorite was inner-tube water-polo. I never 
won a game. We had our poet-pits, our feel-good-Fridays, and our 
Sportsfest. I participated in the evil laugh competition. I didn't win. 
What I did win were friends. Some of these people will be life-long 
pals and others are stepping stones along the way. I know that the 
same is true for the rest of my class. 
"It takes a village to raise a child" Well, it takes an entire college 
to make a graduate, and I can't stress that enough. Whether it is 
the wonderful women who work in the Campus Inn or the staff in 
the registrar's office, Whittier is so true to its values of its Quaker 
heritage of integrity and community; I've eaten a meal with almost 
all of my professors, with my deans, with the president. Trust me, I 
know I don't have to sell Whittier to you, because let's face it- we're 
graduating, but I really can't help it. Whittier is a community, and if 
you let it, it will become your home. 
There's a bond between Whittier students present and former 
that can't be explained, because I meet alumni everywhere I go now 
whether it's an encounter with a young woman on a flight home or a 
couple in the Everglades in Florida (it was Christmas Day, one was 
a Palmer, the other an Orthogonian). When I ask them if they went 
to Whittier, they say, "How did you know?" it's just a feeling you get 
from them and wonderful one at that. 
Today the class of 2011 becomes the newest alumni. We are 
the next ones to take the step forward and we've earned the right to 
do so. 
So much like baby birds in the nest of a tree, we've been fed as 
much knowledge as possible at this point and now it's time to go. Our 
families gave us wings with their love and support. Our professors 
taught us how to use them by giving us courage and strength. Some 
of us have a couple years before we make the major jump as we are 
train to be doctors, lawyers, social workers, scientists, and scholars at 
graduate school. The rest of us, who are scholars in our own right will 
have a little bit of trouble in that first flight, it may be a bit rocky, but 
I have faith. We've come this far already and there's no looking back. 
So I ask this of you Class of 2011: let this moment take your 
breath away, do not walk: run, do not try: succeed, do not fly: soar! 
Congratulations everyone! We did it! 
Members of the Class of 2011: 
Essence Scott and President Herzberger 
shake hands for the last time as Essence is 
given her diploma. Congratulations! 
I watched you cross the stage on Commencement Day and 
was so proud to be leading your College and to be handing you 
a diploma. Yours is a great class, filled with leaders who will 
change communities and corporations and filled with people 
whose ideas will influence society in the years to come. You are 
doers too; if a club needed to be organized, a research project 
needed to be completed, or a friend needed help, you were there 
to get it done. And you understand the impact of giving back to 
your College and your community. 
While you were on this campus, Whittier earned many honors 
for its educational outcomes. You were witness to our College 
being lauded nationally for our writing-intensive curriculum, for 
the close relations between faculty mentors and students, and for 
a student body drawn from the diverse world you all will inhabit. 
Be proud of being a Poet and of having absorbed the values and 
ethos of this venerable institution. 
Stay in touch. Do great things. Go Poets! 
Sharon Herzberger 
Mary Truglia, a talented writer, is a very 
decorated graduate at the ceremony. 
This Poet decided to show off his shades 
at graduation, leaving his legacy behind at 
Whittier College. 
-- 	 I 
hotograpBy; A 	 Photo .,. <$y: Amber Orozco 
A huge smile runs across this Poet's 	 Lancer, Brendan McWalters. 
face as she crosses the stage to greet 	 accepts his diploma from President 
President Herzberger. 	 Herzberger at the ceremony. 
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I 
he Sachsen Society says their final good-byes to their graduating seniors. They are one happy 
amily in the last moments they have to share together at Whittier College. 
1. Reed Tuttle accepts his diploma 
proudly, thanking President 
Herzberger for all she has done. 
2. Franklin, Justin Valero, 
acknowledges the crowd as he is 
yet another graduate accepting his 
diploma. 

Senior portraits are one of the many ways 
to congratulate the seniors. During the fall 
semester times are set so 
whichever senior would 
like to be included can 
pose for a professional 
portrait. Seniors who work 
hard during their college 
years deserve to be 
recognized and portraits 
are a good way to do so. 
Having a picture of yourself 
* 	 and the field of study you chose 
may seem like something small, 
but the recognition the seniors 
get in a book that is handed 
out to the student body is 
something that is great and 
meaningful. 
By: Mauricio Escobar 
Collage By: Joseph Aldama 
Whittier College 
Seniors 
Anayancy Acosta 
	 Joseph Aldama 	 Thomas Aldama 
Social Work 
	
Kinesiology and Leisure Science 	 Kinesiology and Leisure Science 
Jay Armenta 	 Juliana Baez 
	 Natalia Barajas 
Kinesiology 	 Business Administration 
	 Kinesiology 
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Maggie Beard 	 Veronica Becerra 	 Neal Behrendt 
Political Science 	 Kinesiology 	 Political Science 
Bryanna Benedetti 	 Keri Boxer 	 Matthew Castaneda 
WSP 
	
Political Science 	 Child Development 
Xenia Castillo 	 Allyson Castro 	 Pamela Chaires 
Sociology 	 Social Work 	 Psychology 
Amy Cirbo 
Global and Cultural Studies 
Michelle Daneri 
American Studies 
Kathleen Clinnin 
Political Science 
Kristin DeVaughn 
Whittier Scholars 
Maria Cortez 
French 
Terees Dowd 
Business Administration 
Sheila Enos 
Child Development 
Elspeth Foran 
Psychology 
Cookie Fuzell 
Art History 
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Michael Galbreath 
	
Marissa Galvez 	 Joshua Goldman 
Biology 	 Business 	 Political Science 
Admin-Accounting & Management 
Ashley Gonzalez 
Child Development 
Bryan Gonzalez 
Psychology 
Monique Guerrero 
Mathematics 
Ameshia Hamlet 	 David Harpster 	 Julie Henderson 
Art 
	
Political Science 	 Theatre 
Lovvet Hollis 	 Stephanie Hui 
	
Alexis Jackson 
Biology 	 Psychology 
	 Psychology 
Constance Joel 
	
Thomas Kimber 	 Ryan Kirkpatrick 
Kinesiology and Leisure Science 	 Political Science 
	 Kinesiology 
Andrea Leung 	 Jennifer Luders 
	 Chris McCleary 
International Business 	 Business Administration 
	 Business 
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Jessica Mena 	 Bianca Minns 	 Benjamin Mitchell 
KLS Pre-Physical Therapy 	 Biology 	 Theater 
Brenda Molgora 	 Kristin Moore 	 Noretta Morales 
Biology 	 Religious Studies 	 Business Contexts of Film and Theatre 
Riley Myrick 
	
Robert Nihei 	 David Novak 
Kinesiology 	 Kinesiology 	 English 
Donna Orozco 
	 Gabriel Papa 	 Vanessa Parada 
Latin American Studies 	 Leadership Studies 
	 Biochemistry 
April Paredes 	 Ana Perez 
	 Amanda Phelps 
Political Science 	 Business Administration 
	 Business Administration 
I 	 -  
Tobit Raff 
Mathematics 
   
     
 
Kimberly Portillo 
Global and Cultural Studies 
  
Ashley Ramos 
Communication and Theater Arts 
042 Portraits 
Roberto Reynaga 
History 
Nadine Rice 
English 
Daniela Romero 
Economics 
Mary McCall Schenthal 
Vhittier Scholars- Global Film Studies 
Essence Scott 
Whittier Scholars Program 
Kristina Shaw 
History 
Josh Smith 
Biochemistry 
Mary Helen Truglia 
English Language 
Andrea Smith 
Kinesiology 
Seniors 043 
Allyson Yuen 
Psychology 
Doris Youmara 
Political Science 
Boryana Tsenkova 
Chemistry 
Neslie Tumulac 
Urban Ecology 
David Weed 
Business Administration 
Class of 2011 ! 
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Unphotographed Seniors.0 
 
Adams, Colt 	 Duray-Bito, Cassandra 
Akers, Daniel 	 Dzwonkowski, Lucy 
Al Damsis, Samah 
	 Elliott, Thomas 
Alonzo, Aaron 	 Espinoza, Jesse 
Arenson, Joshua 
	 Evenson, Taylor 
Auzenne, Naomi 
	 Fendelman, Maxwell 
Bacharach, Ariel 
	 Finger, Danielle 
Bechtold, Ellen 
	 Fitzpatrick, Dana 
Beck, Timothy 	 Flores, Nickolas 
Bennett, Colin 
	 Flores, Paul 
Bhardwaj, Nikhil 	 Fukaye, James 
Bird, Clint 
	 Fukunaga, Alysa 
Birnberg, Michael 
	 Gallo, Richard 
Blackwell, Julia 
	 Garcia, Genevieve 
Blake, London 
	 Gardiner, Molly 
Blanchard, Reggie 
	 Ghai, Devika 
Bledsoe, Netanya 
	 Gocke, Matthew 
Bohlin, Reme 	 Gonzalez, Ivan 
Booker, Geoffrey 	 Graham, Ashley 
Borcia, Andrew 	 Gray, Paul 
Brasfield, Jonathan 
	 Gutierrez, Lizette 
Burke, Charles 	 Halemano, Kaya 
Bushman, Rachel 
	 Han, Stephanie-Elyse 
Butt, Rehan 
	 Haro, Marisol 
Camacho, Jaime 
	 Harwell, Shea 
Caro, Monica 	 Hayashi, David 
Carrillo Pak, Xiemena 
	 Heller, Christine 
Casella, Bryan 
	 Heric, Andrew 
Castaneda, Angelina 
	 Hernandez, Fernando 
Cato, Jared 
	 Hernandez, Jade 
Chansler, Abigail 
	 Hidalgo, Carlos 
Chen, Zhenyu 	 Hole, Lilia 
Chiaromonte, Angela 
	 Holewinski, Bryce 
Chin, Taylor 	 Horvath, Blame 
Connolly, Owen 
	 Ibanez, Armando 
Cordier, Benjamin 	 Ikeda, Alexander 
Corns, Zachary 	 Jackson, William 
Costello, Ian 
	 Jacobo III, Robert 
Covarrubias, Daniel 
	 Jaime, Shannon 
Crawford, Ryan 
	 Juaton, Mark 
Crowell, Shelby 
	 Jurado, Amber 
Cuevas, Elias 
	 Kalachi, Donielle 
Dady, Heather 	 Kamayatsu, Ricky 
Dambier, Grace 
	 Khago, Domarin 
Davis, Victoria 	 King, Marissa 
de Sa, Celina 	 Lang, Timothy 
Delgado, Christopher 	 Larimer, Robert 
Desai, Rilesh 	 Larios, Victoria 
Dougan, Michael 
	 Lashmore,Joel 
Duran, Richard 	 Layfield, Dana 
Leal, Kyrah 
Lee, Brandon 
Mac, Olivia 
Malcomb III, Frederick 
Marquez, Esteffi 
Martinez, Justin 
Mattioli,Johnme 
McDermott, Cody 
McDonald, Kelissa 
McGuire, Carling 
McPherson, Ryan 
McWalters, Brendan 
Merlino, Kristina 
Minaev, Denis 
Miyata, Tamara 
Morales, Laura 
Morales, Prisma 
Mouilleseaux, Anais 
Mundy, Colleen 
Murphy, Shane 
Neall, Tia 
Nevarov, Natalie 
Neverisky, Daniel 
Nghieu, Tamara 
Oliver,James 
Olmos, Amber 
Ontiveros, Jennice 
Padilla, Tessa 
Patridge, Kashima 
Patronite, Nicholas 
Payano, Albert 
Paziouros, John 
Perez, Jessica 
Phillips, Charles 
Pollard, Katherine 
Pricked, Mitchell 
Puzas, Hannah 
Ramirez, Ricardo 
Read, Michael 
Redleaf, Sahai 
Regehr, Gordon 
Reynolds, Meghan 
Richards, Makana 
Robinson, Michael 
Rodner, Hannah 
Rusti, Maria 
Salas, Jennifer 
Saldana, Natalie 
Samarin, Melissa 
Santin, Trillium 
Scherer, Patricia 
Schiermeyer, Vanessa 
Seinfeld, Benjamin 
Seitz, Bradley 
Solorzano, Abraham 
Souza, Garrett 
Stark, Zachary 
Stern, Madison 
Syfers, Christopher 
Tahani, Barmak 
Tanaka, Russell 
Taylor, Emily 
Thakar, Shilpa 
Theel, Ian 
Toneva, Denitsa 
Torres, Janine 
Tran, Richard 
Tsui, Anthony 
Tuttle, John 
Valero, Justin 
Van Norman, Jordan 
Vargas, David 
Villalpando, Andres 
Vo, Luan 
Vo, Mike 
Volz, Tyler 
West, Rayshad 
Whitaker, Kristin 
Wiley, Matt 
Wiley, Travis 
Wilson, James 
Wolff, Sara 
Wyatt, Theodore 
Yriarte, Molly 
Zable, Lauren 
Zilbert, Kourtney 

By: Mauricio Escobar 
Collage By: Joseph Aldama 
Senior Advertisements are used to 
help reduce the cost of production for 
	
 the Acropolis yearbooks. 
They are also used 
to celebrate the 
success of a student. 
Family members 
can purchase senior 
advertisements to 
show their appreciation 
of their loved ones. 
A few pictures and a 
congratulations note can 
be very touching for each 
student who receives 
one. Typically, senior 
advertisements are meant 
to be a surprise from their 
family members so when 
they open the book they 
see an advertisement 
dedicated for themselves. 
Riley Myrick #9 
"Attitude Is 
Everything. Nothing 
Comes Easy. Never 
Give Up. You have 
truly lived by your 
own words. We 
couldn't be more 
proud of you!!! 
Mom, Dad & Max 
Congratulations Hannah! 
Great job Hannah! We 
are all proud of you for 
all your hard work and 
wish you much luck 
and success in your 
future. We love you! 
Bad, Mom, Ally and 
Sarah 
0 
t, j~) a cThi©ri 
DOVIE yo 
homas Elliott 
Neal Bëhrëndt 
Charlie Burke 
Brandon Halcomb 
Joel Lashmore 
Celina De Sa 
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The 
Aidama Brothers 
Thomas and Joseph 
Boys you have grown into fine young men. You are both 
full of life, love and passion in all you do. Tommy no 
words can describe how proud we are of you and your 
dedication and hard work to obtain your diploma is very 
much noticed by us. Joey alias "Jesus" you have excelled at 
Whittier College and will leave your mark with the Acropo-
lis and within your field of study. You are great role models 
for your niece and nephew's to pattern after. We wish you 
both the best in life and we are certain you will prosper. 
Your whole family is extremely proud of both of you espe-
cially mom and dad. 
We Love You Both, 
Congratulations! 
Mom, Dad and all your family! 
Amanda Phelps. 
"All your dreams can come true if you 
have the courage to pursue them" 
- Walt Disney 
Amanda we are so proud of you. 
Congratulations on all your success at 
Whittier. It has been wonderful to watch 
you get involved with SIFE, Rotary, 
and Economics Club, and to watch you 
and your SIFE team be the First to go to 
nationals (twice). You had the courage 
to pursue your dreams and we hope you 
will continue to go far. We know that you 
are capable of achieving anything you 
decide to do in life. 
We Love You, 
Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa and Eli 
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CongratuCations to our 
cPrincess ancfalTthe fuckfor 
a great future ahead We 
haéfaith in your aôi(ities 
ani&new you wou&( 
graduate with flying co(ors. 
'YOu have truly made us 
proud and happy on your 
success. 
Love Wom and 'Dad 
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Albert Payano 
Dear Albert, 
Congratulations 
on your great 
accomplishment. We 
are as excited as you 
are to see what the 
future brings. You 
deserve nothing but 
the best. The sky is 
the limit! 
Sincerely, 
Mom and Dad 
Cl) 
0 
= 
C,) 
Congratulations!! 
It is hard to believe 21 years of 
your life have gone by so quick. You have 
developed into a determined young lady, 
dependable and a extremely hard worker. 
We can see your determinism in all you 
do. All your personal dreams have been 
achieved so far and your future dreams 
seem brighter by the day. 
Thank you for the wonderful 
memories and for being an outstanding 
daughter, sister, and granddaughter 
Love your family 
I am so proud of you!! you have al-
WONNO ways worked hard to inspire others and 
achieve your goals, congratulations in 
all that you do I will really miss you and 
I know that you are just one text away. 
I think about all the moments we have 
shared together, including the times that 
we wasted money on food, you have 
brought a lot of joy into my life. 
Love, Jonathan Flores 
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Congratulations on your 
graduation from Whittier 
College. We are very 
proud of you and wish 
you the best of luck in 
everything you do. 
Joseph Aldama '11 - Editor-In-Chief 
Amber Orozco 13 - Managing Editor 
Ginger Maneske 13 - Section Editor 
Mauricio Escobar '14- Section Editor 
Thomas Clauss 13 - Photo Editor 
Shane Murphy '11 - Marketing Manager 
Kayla Leventis '14 - Staff Writer 
Amanda Phelps 11 - Staff Writer 
Christina Martinez 13 - Staff Writer 
Austin Hunter - Photographer 
Zack Garrett - Photographer 
Ashleigh Begay '14- Photographer 
I would like to first thank the Acropolis Yearbook staff, Nessa Julian, the LEAP office, Media Council, 
and everyone else who may have contributed to the planning and production of this yearbook. Countless hours 
have been sacrificed in order to create this historical document of Whittier College for the 2010-2011 aca-
demic year. Although there have been many long stressful days and nights of work, especially during deadlines, 
I am very proud of my staff for never giving up and completing this book. Our hearts and souls we put into this 
yearbook in order to develop a quality product for this school to be proud of. We did our best to accurately 
capture the moments of Whittier College and preserve them for the future. For many students, this will be the 
last yearbook they will receive, and we worked hard to make this a fun and interactive memory book of your 
time spent here at Whittier College. Our goal was to produce a respectable yearbook that faculty, students, 
family and friends will continue to look at throughout the years. As a senior this year, I have tried very hard to 
make this book one to remember. I can't thank my staff enough for all the work they did. Without them, this 
task would have been impossible to complete. Amber, you have also been there when things got tough to pick 
up the slack. You have learned so much over the past two years, and I hope you continue sharing your knowl-
edge with the yearbookers of the future. Ginger, I could always count on you to get your pages in on time 
and help out with anything I needed. Mauricio, you have been a huge part in the completion of this yearbook. 
I knew if I couldn't do something, you would be there to make sure it gets done. Thomas, I would have never 
been able to go through all the photos in time without your help. Shane, your work at making fliers for ads and 
photos has helped me so much because I was able to focus on the book. Kayla, although some pages may have 
been changed, you were always able to get them done. Amanda, I know working on staff as a senior is not 
easy, thank you for your work. Christine, you were a new member in Spring semester, but were eager to learn, 
I'm excited for you to progress into next year. Austin, you saved me so much by being able to cover so many 
events. Zack, great job taking photos, whenever I asked for your help, you were there. Ashleigh, you always 
helped us by being able to take photos when we couldn't. Thank you all for the incredible work you contrib-
uted. I will never forget this experience and all the fun, sometimes, crazy times we had in our office, especially 
the board of randomness. I hope the success continues next year. Good Luck! 
This 99th volume of the Acropolis was created on a MacBook Pro, using Adobe InDesign CS3 and Adobe 
Photoshop CS3. We used a Canon EOS 50D digital camera to capture the moments of the year. The fonts used 
are Helvetica Neue: condensed bold, Times and Geneva CY. It was funded by Media Council and worked on by 
twelve amazing people in Whittier, CA. It was printed by Taylor Publishing in Dallas, TX and was serviced by 
Brynda Everman, our Balfour I Yearbooks representative. All themes, colors, and designs were the creations 
of the 2010-2011 Acropolis Staff. All of the 144 pages were printed in full color on 100 lb. paper. Senior 
Portraits were provided by artistryfoto in Brea, CA. 
"The Acropolis sits upon a hill in the city of Rome. Likewise, Whittier College lies upon a hill, and it is from this 
that our yearbook is named." -Acropolis 1974 
By: Joseph Aldama, Editor-In-Chief 
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